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ABSTRACT 
 
THE CHURCH AND FORMATION OF CONSCIENCE: TOWARDS A 
LIBERATIVE ECCLESIOLOGY FOR PEACE AND JUSTICE IN KENYA 
Augostine Edan Ekeno, SJ 
 
Kenya, like many other African countries, continues to experience, fifty years 
after independence, various challenges including political instability and violence 
resulting from negative ethnicity. Kenya‘s history is rife with examples of divisive 
politics and negative ethnicity ranging from ethnic violence, ethnicized politics, 
dictatorship of the ethnic majority and ethnic clashes. Evidence of the deeply seated 
hatred can be found in the apparent reality of ethnic division and intertribal clashes often 
experienced either before, during or after elections. 
The 2007 post-election violence which claimed over 1300 lives and the 
displacement of more than 300,000 people demonstrated the depth of the culture of 
negative ethnicity. This violence, together with previous intertribal clashes especially 
experienced in the country in the 1990s, exposed a thorny issue regarding the impact of a 
deformed conscience in society. It demonstrates the extent to which human actions based 
on blind choices can cause immense human suffering and loss of life.  
This study proposes a liberative ecclesiology based on the formation of 
conscience as a pastoral strategy from below capable of renewing moral imagination and 
reawakening of the moral endowment inherent in every human being. The strength of this 
ecclesiology lies in the fact that it integrates both the top-down and bottom-up 
ii 
 
approaches capable of fostering the kind of social agents capable of creating a just and 
peaceful society. The characteristics of this ecclesiology include expanding moral 
imagination through telling and sharing stories and myths, and historicizing the formation 
of conscience in the Small Christian Communities (SCCs) through educational and 
formational programs. 
 
______________________________________ 
Professor George Griener, S.J.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the most important documents of the Second Vatican Council (Vatican II) 
is the Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes). This 
document seeks to address and respond to the prevailing problems and issues humanity 
faced in the latter half of the twentieth century. One of Gaudium et Spes’ greatest 
successes was the way it placed ―a renewed emphasis on the role of conscience in the life 
of Catholics.‖1 This emphasis contrasts sharply with the minimal role given to conscience 
before Vatican II. In a pre-Vatican II context, Catholics were encouraged and taught to 
accept the Magisterium‘s determination of what was right and what was wrong.2 But in 
the spirit of Catholic tradition, Vatican II asserted the primacy and inviolability of moral 
conscience. It affirmed the primacy of one‘s conscience and stressed that no one should 
be forced to act contrary to his or her conscience.
3
  
Vatican II defined conscience as the ―most secret core and sanctuary of a man. 
There he is alone with God, whose voice echoes in his depths.‖4 As understood by the 
Church, conscience is basically an expression of the whole person‘s ―commitment to 
values and the judgment one must make in light of that commitment to apply those 
                                                          
1
 Robert S. Rivers, From Maintenance to Mission: Evangelization and the Revitalization of the 
Parish (New York: Paulist Press International, U.S., 2004), 9.   
2
 Ibid., 9.  
3
 Vatican II, ―Gaudium et Spes, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World,‖ in The 
Conciliar and Postconciliar Documents Vol. 1., edited by Austin Flannery (Northport, NY: Costello 
Publishing, 1975), no. 4. This reference applies to other documents of the Second Vatican Council that 
shall be used in this study.  
4
 Gaudium et Spes, no.16.  
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values.‖5 As a means by which the human person recognizes the moral quality of a 
concrete act, conscience can help the human person to recognize what he or she ought to 
do here and now in this situation.
6
 Thus, conscience, Richard Gula writes, is ―me coming 
to a decision.‖7    
Conscience is, therefore, a human capacity to know what is good and to do it, a 
process of discovering that which is right, and is the practical judgment and decision – a 
judgment of the good (a reasonable action). As a process, conscience requires formation 
to make an honest, faithful judgment and decision with respect to what is moral for one to 
do in a particular situation. Vatican II emphasized the same power of formation of 
conscience to address poorly formed and immature consciences. It recommended that:  
In order for individual men to discharge with greater exactness the obligation of 
their conscience toward themselves and the various groups to which they belong, 
they must be carefully educated to a higher degree of culture through the use of 
the immense resources available today to the human race. Above all the education 
of youth from every social background has to be undertaken, so that there can be 
produced not only men and women of refined talents, but those great-souled 
persons who are so desperately required by our times.
8
 
 
These words signaled a new understanding on the part of a church recognizing its 
role in the formation of conscience to form men and women required by our times.  Pope 
Francis echoed the same call and the spirit of the Council in Amoris Laetitia: On Love in 
the Family. While emphasizing the place of a formed conscience, he remarked that 
―every effort should be made to encourage the development of an enlightened 
                                                          
5
 Richard M. Gula, Reason Informed by Faith: Foundations of Christian Morality (New York: 
Paulist Press International,U.S., 1989), 131.  
6 Todd A. Salzman and Michael G Lawler, Catholic Sexual Ethics, 1st ed. (Washington, D.C.: 
Georgetown University Press, 2012), 11. 
7
 Gula, Reason Informed by Faith: Foundations of Christian Morality, 131.  
8
 Gaudium et Spes, no. 31.  
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conscience, formed and guided by the responsible and serious discernment of one‘s 
pastor, and to encourage an ever greater trust in God‘s grace.‖9 While it is true that Pope 
Francis is here addressing the myriad realities of families today, his suggestions affirm 
the broader function of a well formed conscience.  An enlightened conscience, argues 
Pope Francis, can help a Christian realize ―with sincerity and honesty what for now is the 
most generous response to which can be given to God, and come to see with a certain 
moral security that it is what God himself is asking amid the concrete complexity of 
one‘s limits, while yet not fully the objective ideal.‖10   
What is the significance of being faithful to conscience? For Vatican II, the reason 
is so that Christians may be joined with the rest of humanity in the search for truth and 
―for the genuine solution to the numerous problems which arise in the life of the 
individuals from social relationships.‖11 There is nowhere where fidelity to conscience is 
more urgently needed than in Kenya. Like many other countries in the continent of 
Africa, Kenya continues to experience, fifty years after independence, various challenges 
including political instability and violence resulting from negative ethnicity. Negative 
ethnicity, as described by Koigi Wa Wamwere, refers to ethnic hatred and bias; the 
process of promoting that hatred and bias is then referred to as tribalism.
12
 Thus, tribalists 
                                                          
9
 Pope Francis, Amoris Laetitia (Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation on Love in the Family), 
April 8, 2015, no. 303.  
https://w2.vatican.va/content/dam/francesco/pdf/apost_exhortations/documents/papa-
francesco_esortazione-ap_20160319_amoris-laetitia_en.pdf (Accessed May 12, 2016).  
10
 Amoris Laetitia, no. 303 
11
 Gaudium et Spes, no. 16.  
12
 Koigi wa Wamwere, Negative Ethnicity: From Bias to Genocide (New York: Seven Stories 
Press,U.S., 2003), 22. 
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become the champions of negative ethnicity. In other words, people who see themselves 
as superior to others because of ―religion, food, language, songs, culture, or even 
looks.‖13  
Pope Benedict XVI, in Africae Munus, following the Second Special Assembly 
for Africa of the Synod of Bishops, had pertinently identified conflicts and ethnic hatred 
as some of the challenges facing some African countries. He observed that ―Africa‘s 
memory is painfully scarred as a result of fratricidal conflicts between ethnic groups.‖14 
Kenya is scarred by negative ethnicity which has resulted in the erosion of collective 
consciousness. Pope Benedict reminds us that the mission of the Church in such contexts 
is to be ―a witness in the service of reconciliation, justice and peace, as ‗salt of the earth‘ 
and ‗light of the world‘, so that her life may be a response to this summons: ―Arise, 
Church in Africa, Family of God, because you are being called by the heavenly Father!‖15 
Various examples in Kenya‘s history reflect the reality of a social conscience 
which seems immature and poorly formed. One such major instance includes the results 
of the bitterly disputed 2007 presidential election. The violence that followed 
demonstrated how deepening ethnic polarization and hatred can compel people to pursue 
what is morally wrong. The wrongness of this conflict consists in the fact that it claimed 
over 1300 lives and displaced more than 300,000 people.
16
 This violence, together with 
previous intertribal clashes especially experienced in the country in the 1990s, exposed a 
                                                          
13
 Wamwere, Negative Ethnicity, 22. 
14
 Pope Benedict XVI, Post-Synodal Apostolic Exhortation Africae Munus (Africa’s Commitment) 
(Nairobi, Kenya: Paulines Publications Africa, 2011), no. 9.  
15
 Pope Benedict XVI, Africae Munus, no. 15. 
16
 Errol P. Mendes, Peace and Justice at the International Court: A Court of Last Resort 
(Northampton, MA: Edward Elgar Publishing, Inc., 2010), 133. 
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thorny issue regarding the impact of a deformed conscience in society. These clashes and 
violence further demonstrate the extent to which human actions based on blind choices 
can cause immense human suffering and loss of life. Given that such actions have caused 
methodical extermination of a people, nation or ethnic minority in the history of 
humanity, more attention should be given to formation of conscience.  
Recurrence of ethnic violence and clashes calls the church to employ its teaching 
and guiding role to awaken people‘s consciences and civic responsibility. The 2009 
African Synod called all local churches to awaken people‘s consciences by promoting 
―multidisciplinary programs of civic education; implement programmes to foster the 
formation of a social conscience at all levels; and encourage competent and honest 
citizens to participate in party politics.‖17 Arguably, this call is viable and practical in the 
context of Kenya because more than two thirds of Kenyans identify themselves as 
Christians.
18
  Notwithstanding the fact that the same Christian population represents hope 
in terms of a favorable Christian context on which to promote a program to foster 
formation of conscience, the reality of ethnic division and violence in the same context 
reflects a Christian community that has failed to form agents of social change. 
The reality of negative ethnicity and ethnic violence raises questions about why 
the Kenyan church and the Christian community as a whole seem to have failed to forge a 
common identity based on Christian values. Kenya‘s history is rife with examples of 
                                                          
17
 Synodus Episcoporum, II Coetus Specialis Pro Africa, ―The Church in Africa in Service to 
Reconciliation, Justice, and Peace,‖ Elenchus finalis propositionum, (Vatican City: General Secretariat of 
the Synod of Bishops, 2014), Proposition 25.  
18
 See Republic of Kenya, The 2009 Kenya Population and Housing Census: Population and 
Household Distribution by Socio-Economic Characteristics, Volume II (Nairobi: Kenya National Bureau 
of Statistics, 2010).   
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divisive politics and negative ethnicity ranging from ethnic violence, ethnicized politics, 
dictatorship of ethnic majority and ethnic clashes. Evidence of the deeply seated hatred 
can be found in the apparent reality of ethnic division and intertribal clashes often 
experienced, at least in the last few years especially before, during or after elections. This 
evidence of a lack of social cohesion and harmony in a community with a large Christian 
population contradicts the essence of the Church as a mystery of communion with the 
Father through the Son in the Holy Spirit. As a new community no longer defined by 
circumcision or non-circumcision, tribe, political party, or language, the people of God 
ought to remain faithful to the sacramental bond of unity that links all that have been 
reborn by means of baptism. Allowing negative ethnicity to define affiliation and 
association ultimately renders Christian identity a weaker substitute for a deeply 
entrenched belief in the exclusionary negative ethnicity and manipulative politics of 
identity.  
In light of the above discussion of the reality of negative ethnicity and violence, 
this study seeks to understand why negative ethnicity thrives in a country with the largest 
Christian population in East Africa.
19
 This makes one wonder whether Kenyan Christians 
see participation in social evils as sin. One may see this reality as a reflection of a 
Christian community that does not see personal responsibility for involvement in social 
evils. The public seem to see no obligation to do anything about it. In order, therefore, to 
form people who are conscience of their political responsibility, the Kenyan church needs 
to reconsider how best to carry out the task of ―forming upright consciences receptive to 
                                                          
19
 Lynete Lusike Mukhongo and Juliet Wambui Macharia, eds., Political Influence of the Media in 
Developing Countries (United States: Information Science Reference, 2016), 3.  
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the demands of justice, so as to produce men and women willing and able to build this 
just social order by their responsible conduct.‖20  
Responding to the Kenyan challenges calls for nothing short of a new reality and 
a new way of being church in Kenya. The situation calls for a church that can responsibly 
and faithfully discern the signs of the time and embody hopeful alternatives for the 
promotion of peace and justice.  Doing so requires going beyond a top-down approach to 
social justice and Avery Dulles‘ six models of the church. As a result, this study reaffirms 
Jean-marc Ela‘s words to have the courage to ―reinvent a new Christianity so as to live it 
with [an] African soul.‖21 Reinventing such a new Christianity is not possible through old 
models of the church that do not reflect the yearnings and aspirations of Kenyan people 
and Christians.  
Avery Dulles‘ six models of the church highlight the different ecclesiological 
functions. The first one is the model of the church as institution.
22
 This model defends the 
church as a perfect society that has a structure of governance and functions, such as 
sanctifying, governing with the authority of Christ, and teaching. The second model of 
mystical communion identifies the church as the mystical body of Christ growing into the 
final perfection of the kingdom.
23
 The third model is church as sacrament. In this model, 
the church is presented as the sign of the intimate union of God with the human 
community. For Dulles, the church is a visible manifestation of the grace of Christ in the 
                                                          
20
 Africae Munus, no. 22. 
21
 Ela, African Cry, 120. 
22
 Avery Robert Dulles, Models of the Church (New York: The Doubleday Religious Publishing 
Group, 2000), 34-46.  
23
 Dulles, Models of the Church, 49.  
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human community.
24
 The fourth model is the church as herald. As herald, the church 
aims to proclaim that which it has heard, believed, and been missioned to proclaim. The 
fifth model is the church as servant. As servant, the church focuses on serving the poor, 
the oppressed, and the out outcast.
25
 However, this study found this model limited to 
address the sociopolitical problems in Kenya because of its focus on diakonia as opposed 
to empowering individuals to be active agents of change in their own terms. Finally, the 
model of the church as community of disciples tries to draw all the models into common 
ecclesiological reflection.
26
   
Therefore, different ecclesiologies, as demonstrated above, emphasize different 
approaches to evangelization. This is why for Dulles we cannot exclusively commit to a 
single model of the church. While Dulles‘ ecclesiologies have their own strengths and 
values, they lack a pastoral paradigm that focuses on expanding human agency.  They do 
not seem to embody the kind of church Kenya needs to confront the challenge of today. 
As a result of this weakness to expand the capabilities of individuals to free themselves 
from the chains of negative ethnicity, this study proposes a way of being church in 
Kenya. In the light of the weakness and the gap between the principles of faith professed 
by the over 80 percent Kenyans and the apparent inconsistency in terms of how that faith 
is being lived out, this study seeks to answer the following question, which defines the 
scope and limit of this study: What kind of Church does Kenya need today? This study 
seeks to find and develop a new ecclesiology for Kenya that can form men and women 
                                                          
24
 Ibid., 66.  
25
 Ibid., 89. 
26
 Ibid., 204.  
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capable of discharging with greater exactness the obligation of their conscience toward 
themselves and the human community to which they belong.  Such a church, this study 
argues, is a liberative ecclesiological approach founded on the formation of conscience.   
Thesis Statement 
 
The thesis that this study proposes is as follows: The existent tribalism, negative 
ethnicity, injustice, and violence in Kenya are reflections of a collapsed system of ethical 
values and deformed conscience. This crisis in ethical and moral values demands a 
renewed moral imagination grounded in the reawakening of the moral endowment 
inherent to every human being. This study shows how the Church in Kenya can promote 
peace and justice by developing and promoting a liberative ecclesiological approach 
based on the formation of a conscience capable of equipping Kenyans with reasonable 
and true principles of conduct. Given Kenya‘s situation, this study will demonstrate ways 
in which a liberative ecclesiological approach based on Catholic ethics can form and 
inform the Kenyan community to liberate itself from enslavement to negative ethnicity 
and ethnicized politics. To prove this thesis, this analysis shall adopt the following 
presuppositions bearing on how this study shall be conducted.  
First, the context of this study is the church in Kenya. The church in Kenya bears 
all the attributes of a true Church. A true Church reflects divine and human characters. As 
a human society, the church exists in a particular context characterized by sociopolitical, 
economic and cultural challenges. These challenges provide opportunities for the true 
church to draw strength and wisdom from its divine character on how to be a church in 
difficult circumstances. As demonstrated by Kenyan history, the church in Kenya must 
10 
 
always show that while it is ―in the world‖, it is ―not of the world.‖27 This implies that the 
church of Christ which is ―in‖ the world must always avoid to be absorbed by this world 
to the extent of becoming totally ―of‖ the world. How then can the church in Kenya be 
―in‖ the world without ending up being ―of‖ the world? To respond to such a question, 
the church must continue to use tools of social analysis and discernment to determine its 
response to any situation that calls the church to fulfill her mission in the world. Through 
discernment and social analysis, the church will be able to understand its identity and 
mission in Kenya.  
Secondly, this study understands that the church is comprised of human beings in 
need of formation. To become good, argues Aristotle, human beings need teaching and 
formation.
28
 As a community and institution whose function is to teach the gospel values 
and revealed truths, the Kenyan church has a role as the salt of society to form and help 
all the Kenyan people to live in accord with their God-given purpose.
29
 But since Kenyan 
society is not only Christian, the church must not only promote a Christian ethic, but also 
a human ethic that promotes the universal aspect of what it means to be Christian in the 
world. That is the only way the church can form faithful national and global citizens 
capable of making responsible choices. As proposed by the Synod Fathers, the church in 
Africa faced by the problem of injustice and conflicts must engage in forming 
―consciences receptive to the demands of justice, so as to produce men and women 
                                                          
27
 See the High Priestly Prayer in which the Lord prays for his disciples and those who will believe 
in him through their word. John 17:11-16.  
28
 Aristotle, The Basic Works of Aristotle, ed. Richard McKeon (New York: Modern Library, 
2009), bk 10.9.  
29
 For more on the ethic of discipleship see Patricia McAuliffe, Fundamental Ethics: A 
Liberationist Approach (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1993), 139.  
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willing and able to build this just social order by their responsible conduct.‖30  Producing 
such men and women capable of building a just social order requires the church to 
develop an ecclesiological pedagogy of faith that ―allows people to resist the injustices 
surrounding them every day.‖31  Thus, this study goes beyond confirming this need for a 
shift in ecclesiological pedagogy to suggesting a liberative ecclesiological approach 
based on the formation of conscience.  
Thirdly, a liberative ecclesiology is not an organic church model like those 
developed by Avery Dulles. Rather, it is an approach or way of being church. It is an 
approach that proposes strategies or ways of being church that should be present in the 
pastoral priorities and practices of the church in Kenya. As a way of being church, this 
liberative ecclesiological approach integrates aspects of existing ecclesiological models 
necessary to enhance people‘s agency to be prophetic and social agents. This way of 
being church is defined by two concepts. The first keyword is the concept ―liberative‖. 
This word comes from the term ―liberation‖, which literary means the act of being freed 
from oppression, exploitation, injustice, domination, and other forms of exclusion. The 
second keyword, ecclesiology, means the study of the doctrine, nature, and function of 
the Church. In his multi-volume book, Christian Community in History, Roger Haight 
defines ecclesiology as ―the study of the church in an effort to understand its nature and 
mission.‖32 We study the church because ―different historical conditions and contexts 
determine different viewpoints, premises, basic values and methods of approach to the 
                                                          
30
 Africae Munus, no. 22. 
31
 Jean-Marc Ela, My Faith as an Africa, trans. John Pairman Brown and Susan Perry (Eugen, OR: 
Wipf & Stock, 1988), 11.  
32
 Roger Haight, Christian Community in History: Volume 1, Historical Ecclesiology (New York: 
The Continuum International Publishing Group, Inc., 2004), 21.  
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church.‖33 The function of the church described in this study includes empowering the 
poor to liberate themselves from restrictive conditions such negative ethnicity, ethnic 
hatred and ethnicized conscience.   
Fourthly, this study recognizes that notwithstanding how one chooses to approach 
it, ―Church‖ stands for a large reality. As such, this study focuses on the Catholic Church 
and it acknowledges the reality of the Church as universal and as particular churches in 
the Church universal. The study further acknowledges that the term church may also refer 
to other Christian churches. But where that is applicable, a much more nuanced 
distinction will be applied. For purposes of this study, the church in Kenya, which is the 
context of this study, concerns the aspect of Church as particular. Like other particular 
churches, this church is obliged to implement the mission of the Church as universal. In 
other words, it is called to live out the mission of the Church of Christ, which is One, 
Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic. The Christian mission in the world involves acting as a 
prophetic community sent out to live faith prophetically and in good conscience. This 
implies that in the Kenyan context, ecclesiology can and must function validly in terms of 
universality and particularity – generalization and localization.  
Contextual Method of Theologizing  
 
In order to develop a transformative ecclesiological approach capable of 
transforming individuals within and outside the Church according to Gospel values, this 
study employs a contextual theological approach based on social analysis. This approach 
does not only seek to understand the complexity of a particular context but also to make 
faith-informed action plans that can transform the context for people to live the fullness 
                                                          
33
 Ibid.  
13 
 
of life that Jesus came to give.
34
 The ethic proposed here for the church to apply is not 
exclusively Christian but human as well. By using a contextual theological approach, this 
study approaches the Kenyan reality with faith in order to seek the meaning of life in that 
context in the light of Scripture and Tradition. This methodology begins with a social 
analysis (See) of the context – here and now of the present situation, moves into 
theological reflection (Judge), and then advocates specific forms of action (Act) needed 
to free the Kenyan community from the chains of negative ethnicity. The transformative 
aspect of this methodology arises from its prophetic dimension. To build a prophetic 
ecclesiology in Kenya, this study proposes a liberative ecclesiology based on the 
formation of conscience. In order to use a systematic analysis of prophetic theology, a 
liberative ecclesiology will rely on the See-Judge-Act methodology as a means to 
transform the Kenyan context into conformity with God‘s project of transformation. The 
significance of this methodology of doing contextual theology is that it takes sides with 
the poor and the oppressed.   
Procedure 
 
This study will be divided into four chapters. The first chapter considers the 
Kenyan sociopolitical context since independence in 1963. This analysis aims to expose 
the Kenyan sociopolitical reality in order to deeper understand the reality of ethnic 
divisions and negative ethnicity threatening peace and justice in Kenya. Such reading of 
―the signs of the times‖ in Kenya highlights the challenges experienced today and how 
they serve as a threat to the conscience of the Kenyan people. The second chapter 
explores the Kenyan ecclesial context as well as its successes and challenges in terms of 
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how it has performed its function of stating moral principles in the social sphere. In 
particular, this chapter shows how the complex issue of identity complicated the 
relationship between the church and State. The third chapter suggests a great resource in 
Catholic Social Ethics that the Catholic Church in Kenya can use to form responsible and 
faithful citizens. This resource is the formation of conscience. The formation of 
conscience will empower Kenyans, especially Christians who make up more than 80 
percent of the Kenyan population to actively participate in realizing the Kingdom ideal. 
Since this study draws upon the resources of contextual theology, it must therefore lead 
to plans for transformative action. As such, the fourth chapter proposes a liberative 
ecclesiological approach founded on the formation of conscience as a means of building a 
united, peaceful, and just Kenya.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
CONSCIENCE AND THE SOCIOPOLITICAL CONTEXT OF KENYA 
 
―On some positions, Cowardice asks the question, ―Is it safe?‖ Expediency asks the 
question, ―Is it politic?‖ And Vanity comes along and asks the question, ―Is it popular?‖ 
But Conscience asks the question, ―Is it right?‖ And there comes a time when one must 
take a position that is neither safe, nor politic, nor popular, but he must do it because 
conscience tells him it is right.‖ 
—-Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., in his Feb. 6, 1968 speech in Washington D.C. entitled 
―A Proper Sense of Priorities.‖ 
 
Dividing Kenya‘s history into pre- and post-independence periods suffices to 
expose important events in the history of the country for purposes of this paper. Moments 
in these two periods expose the nation‘s trajectory in matters of conscience and morality. 
A brief examination of these moments point to a degradation of the collective 
consciousness of the people and a loss of their moral compass. This is evident in a 
number of social and political events that define the country. Negative ethnicity, 
corruption, nepotism and violence, for instance, are hallmarks of this degradation. A 
better understanding of these phases and events is important in appreciating the argument 
for the formation of conscience as a foundational principle in the quest for a liberative 
ecclesiological approach for peace and justice in Kenya.  
1.1 The Sociopolitical Context of Kenya before and after Independence in 
1963 
 
One major issue that points to how Kenya reached the current state of degraded 
consciousness is colonialism. Like many other African nations, Kenya became a colony 
after the European expansionist idea of the ―scramble for Africa.‖35 Numerous reasons or 
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justifications account for the scramble. The first reason was ideological. Europe was 
driven by the idea that it was culturally ―superior‖ and thus obligated to spread its 
―superior‖ culture – which included Christianity – to the ―dark continent.‖  The second 
reason was political competition or the clamor for power and prestige especially among 
European nations; this gave in to the idea of conquest of other nations. Lastly, there was 
industrialization. In particular, the advances in tropical medicine, transportation, and 
technology made it possible to explore the vast interior of Africa for raw materials to feed 
the Industrial Revolution.  
These three reasons or justifications were, however, not mutually exclusive. In 
fact, their impact in terms of how they eroded the African sense of worth and dignity was 
the same. There is a sense in which the scramble infused into the mentality of the Kenyan 
elites the idea of exploitation, oppression, and division. For instance, on the issue of 
degradation of collective consciousness, the British, in order to maintain their conquest, 
restricted Kenyans‘ access to quality areas of grazing and agricultural lands. The British 
occupied such areas and lands and then restricted Kenya‘s tribes to live in reserves in the 
semi-arid and arid savannas. The movement of the indigenous population was restricted. 
People were issued with passbooks that came to be known in Swahili as Kipande.
36
 These 
passbooks intensified ethnic consciousness because details of one‘s tribe were given 
prominence in the passbook and different ethnic groups were not allowed to mix.  
The geographic division of the continent into fifty countries opened a new era in 
the history of the continent associated today with the present political, social, ethnic, and 
economic challenges faced by many African nations. Some communities were forcefully 
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divided and assigned new homelands, regions or countries as the settlers appropriated 
land for themselves. To legitimize their occupation, the colonial government assumed a 
―divide and rule‖ governance system that was full of subjugation, exploitation of the 
people in ways that undermined the indigenous systems.  
An exposition of the ethnic composition in Kenya is important to understand how 
the divide and rule principle worked for communities in Kenya, especially how it 
fossilisized ethnic consciousness. Kenya is made up of the Bantu, the Nilotic and the 
Cushitic communities.   
Among the Bantu-speaking people, a main division may be made between the 
western group (Luyia and Gusii), the central or highlands group (Kikuyu, Embu, 
Meru, and Kamba), and the Coastal Bantu (the Mijikenda). For the Nilotic 
speakers, the divisions are the River-Lake or Western (Luo), the Highlands or 
Southern (Kalenjin), and the Plains or Eastern (Maasai, Teso, and Samburu). The 
Cushitic-speaking groups comprise the Oromo and the Somali speakers. The 
Kikuyu, who made up 17 percent of the population at the 2009 census, are 
Kenya‘s largest ethnic group. Next largest are the Luyia (14 percent), the Kalenjin 
(13 percent), the Luo (10 percent), the Kamba (10 percent), the Somali (6 
percent), and the Gusii (6 percent).
37
 
 
These numbers played a great role in political formation as they did provide avenues of 
manipulation and exploitation by the colonialist.   
Unfortunately, the same situation continued even after independence in 1963 as 
the governance system informed by tactics of ―divide and rule‖ continued to shape 
Kenyan politics.
38
 For instance, tribal politics dominated the first independent political 
system of governance under the leadership of President Kenyatta. Kenyatta‘s government 
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was dominated by the Kikuyu elites from central Kenya. Later on during President Moi‘s 
regime, which started from 1978, the same politics of identity continued to play out. 
Moi‘s government was dominated by tribalism and factionalism that essentially 
amounted to one tribe versus the rest of the tribes.
39
 This was evident from the number of 
the members of the Kalenjin community who dominated the civil service.
40
 Geoff Sayer 
observes that during Moi‘s reign ―government investment favoured the home areas of the 
Kalenjin and their allies. These allies included the Kamba, Maasai, and Kisii.
41
   
As a result, both Presidents Kenyatta and Moi failed to unite the country. By 
using the tactic of divide-and-rule, which was formerly a colonial ruling strategy, 
Presidents Kenyatta and Moi discouraged any attempts to create a nation state. Gradually, 
the ethnic factor permeated not only the political landscape but also the social and the 
economic spheres. Tribal links started to form the basis for political patronage and 
loyalty, which determined deployment of personnel into the public and private sectors as 
well as resource allocation across the country.
42
   
For President Moi, the ethnic balkanization was also instrumental in firming up 
power amidst opposition from the Kikuyu and Luo communities, Kenya‘s largest and 
fourth-largest ethnic groups respectively. These two ethnic groups mounted fierce 
political battles against Moi‘s presidency and leadership. Their political pressure saw 
president Moi personalize and centralize power as a political strategy to counter dissent. 
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His attempt to maintain a military dictatorship became evident after the 1982 attempted 
coup d‘état. Later on, the constitution was amended to make the country a de facto one-
party state and the ruling KANU the sole legal party in Kenya.
43
 However, this 
amendment was later changed in the constitution in December 1991 to allow for 
multiparty democracy.    
1.1.1 Divide and Rule Conscience 
 
Any form of association or principles of moral conduct that motivate hatred and 
injustice defy the dictates of conscience. Ethnicity has implanted within the conscience of 
some Kenyans a sense of unequal entitlement. This is because ethnicity has become a key 
principle characteristic of identity in Kenya. In fact, it has become a moral maxim 
guiding people‘s conduct within and without the political sphere. Later in this chapter, we 
shall discuss the implications of the negative dimensions of this ethnic factor on the 
sociopolitical life of the Kenyan community.  
Manipulation of ethnic divisions or differences started with the British colonial 
authorities. The British ―solidified ethnic identity and associated it with certain areas of 
the country.‖44 That rule came to be known as ―the divide and rule policy.‖ According to 
that rule, people with a specific ethnic identity were supposed to reside in a particular 
territorial area. Thanks to modernity and political development, many people migrated to 
urban areas leaving what was set as their traditional residence. Post-independence rulers 
and politicians used the same policy to galvanize support for political and economic 
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survival. Instead of ethnic identity providing a strong sense of social belonging and 
loyalty, its negative dimensions eroded the sense of Kenyan national identity. The task of 
reconstructing an inclusive Kenyan-conscience will require an expansive and 
comprehensive collective approach; one where the Church must play a critical role. With 
the help of liberative ecclesiology, Kenyans will be conscientized to reimagine their 
national and human identity by transcending negative ethnicity and retrogressive ‗norms‘ 
tied to a particular place, narrow mindset, and time.   
Deeper attachments to ethnic groups and thinking threaten basic principles of a 
democratic society. Individuals of any democratic society have to broaden their 
sympathies by involving themselves in more inclusive social networks of society, which 
are essential in strengthening their societal identity. In Kenya, the process of transforming 
a society into a socially inclusive one would call for collective efforts. Relying only on 
the political elites is thus counterproductive.  
In true democracies, all the resources are used for the welfare of all the people of 
the society. But in ethnically divided governments such as the past and present 
governments of Kenya, state resources are used by politicians to benefit themselves and 
the communities they represent. This situation has given rise to the now common 
phenomenon where political elites buy legitimacy through sharing the spoils with the 
communities they represent. Evidence of this can be seen, for instance, on the gap 
between the poor and the relatively economically advantaged communities. This gap 
relates to the problem of inequitable distribution of public resources between individuals 
and regions. Individuals and communities from regions that were not well represented in 
government were not entitled to their civil, economic, social, political rights, and 
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sometimes even human rights. Failure to implement land policies that can ensure social 
stability, poverty alleviation, management of natural resources and economic growth has 
caused inequality in landownership and socioeconomic injustices continuing to threaten 
political stability. Hopefully, the current devolved government system that came into 
effect after the promulgation of the new constitution on August 27, 2010 would address 
postcolonial ethnic inequalities. 
Ethnicized politics and post-colonial scramble for land, wealth and political 
power gave rise to a ―perception of politics as a zero-sum competition‖ in which ―one 
man and one community‘s gain was another‘s loss.‖45 Skewed allocation of resources 
based on tribalism, and nepotism gave way to political office holders to accumulate and 
loot national wealth for personal benefit. In certain situations, politicians use their offices 
to direct resources toward specific communities only for their political benefit.
46
 This is 
how money, elite corruption, negative ethnicity, and tribalism emerged as the nexus of 
politics and economics in Kenya.
47
   
As we shall see in the following discussion on the age of democratic revolution, 
political conflicts became even more manifest after the reintroduction of multiparty 
politics in 1991. The main catalyst has been the politicization of ethnic identities leading 
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to the current ethnically-framed political parties. A divided nation without a strong sense 
of national unity and cohesion robbed Kenyans of a sense of shared values and principles 
that constitute the basis of moral character and moral decency. This sociopolitical reality 
ate away Kenyans‘ integrity, conscience, and moral self-confidence.  The practical 
implication of that moral decay led to the formation of a distorted moral imagination, a 
term attributed to philosopher Edmund Burke who envisioned it as the intuitive power to 
perceive ethical truths and abiding law in challenging predicaments, required to sustain a 
peaceful and just society.
48
 From this perspective, human beings are moral agents with 
the power of imagination, which is capable of helping them to go beyond mere attractions 
such as tribes and appearances to perceiving enduring truths.
49
  
1.2 Ethnicity and Multipartism  
 
The 1990s marked a period in Kenya‘s history when the country attempted a 
democratic revolution that was defined by agitation for freedoms and equity in 
development. That freedom, however, was misconstrued to be of political freedom in 
general and multipartism in particular. Yet, ethnicity permeated that very fabric of 
multipartism. As a result, ethnicity became, even for political parties and actors, a means 
of securing legitimacy. As emphasized by Bethwell Allan Ogot, ―ethnic citizenship 
enjoys greater legitimacy and exercises more persuasive authority over Kenyans than 
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their weak and fragmented nation-state.‖50 Yet, it is expected that any functioning 
democracy would invest resources in building the nation state. In fact, that was the 
promise of both Kenyatta and his successor president Moi – to keep anything that might 
threaten the unity of the country at bay.  
The emergence of multiparty politics in 1991saw the resurfacing of the 
suppressed difference of class, ethnic, regional and religious, which had remained latent. 
This age of democratic revolution received impetus from the deep longing for 
representation at the regional level by those that felt excluded from the political space. 
What followed this era was the unprecedented explosion of political parties. The 
explosion of political parties and coalition based on regional politics in the 1990s eroded 
the sense of national identity and the common good. These parties and coalitions lack the 
national outlook that is necessary to enforce a strong sense of purpose and commitment to 
good conduct.   
In spite of multiparty politics enhancing negative ethnicity, its emergence came as 
a ‗Kairos‘ for a country that had experienced authoritarianism and centralization of power 
under the one party-state. The era of multiparty politics brought hope for many Kenyans 
that longed for political representation. Even at the regional and international level, 
Kenya‘s attempt to embrace multiparty democracy was interpreted as an embrace of 
pluralism, democracy and acknowledgment of diversity. This was a complete shift from 
the Moi and Kenyatta‘s authoritarian and centralized governance system that stifled 
political freedom and expression. Marginalized communities welcomed the era as 
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reintroduction of a fair and just political level-field needed for representation and access 
to state power and resources. Sadly, these hopes were dashed when political parties and 
coalitions embraced ethno-regional alliances. Ethno-regional political parties and 
alliances were, and still are, political formations based on ethno-territorial communities. 
They lack the national outlook and interest because of their purpose of representing 
ethno-regional interests. Evidence of this can be seen in terms of voting patterns in the 
country, appointment of key government positions, and allocations of public resources.  
1.2.1 Ethno-Regional Political Conscience 
 
Kenyans need to consider healthy and just ways of maintaining the current 
pluralistic society and ethnic diversity of the country. One way of cleansing or 
reconstructing Kenya‘s political organization would be re-imagining a politically healthy 
way of forming political parties and coalitions. The future of Kenya as a nation lies in 
prioritizing interests of the country as a whole as opposed to interests of a particular 
ethno-regional party or community. With the help of a liberative ecclesiological 
approach, Kenyans can be helped to build a citizenship defined by common interests and 
a deep desire to commit to that which is right for all. They will be formed to embrace 
discernment as a political strategy to counter ethnicized political elites and tribal kingpins 
manipulating ethnic identities for selfish interests.  
According to Douglas Kimemia, ethno-regional politics has increased political 
competition as well as a greater vulnerability to political instability.
51
 Whereas one may 
argue that healthy competition among parties in a constitutional democracy can be 
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associated with a higher quality of democracy, this has never been the case in Kenya. 
Like many other African countries since the third wave of democratization of the 1990s, 
Kenya has seen an increase rather than a decrease in the visibility of ethnic politics and 
conflict.
52
 Part of the reason for the increase of ethnic conflict is unhealthy competition 
which has increased the consciousness of ethnic and religious identities. For instance, 
during campaigns just before elections, some politicians engage in manipulation of the 
tension of ethnicity and regional animosities for purposes of gaining political mileage.  
Both ethno-regional politics and negative ethnicity corrode a sense of belonging 
and citizenship. For instance, many Kenyans feel excluded and see themselves as second 
class citizens of a political community called Kenya. Such feelings reflect a country that 
has failed to achieve legitimacy in the eyes of its citizens. The same facts paint an image 
of a country that does not connect to the aspirations and everyday struggles of its citizens. 
The long term damage of this retrogressive politics is corruption of the collective 
conscience of the community and corruption of the democratic system supposed to 
enhance democratic citizenry. What a liberative ecclesiological approach based on the 
formation of conscience aims to achieve is the promotion of a ―robust democracy which 
can be brought to life through democratic community, democratic individuality, and 
democratic society.‖53 For Kenya to go beyond ethno-regional and ethnicized politics, it 
must transcend from a society based on loyalty to a narrow ethno-regional political group 
into a broader citizenship model based on the common good.  
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Through the liberative ecclesiological approach, Kenyans will be formed to 
courageously interrogate the ―dark corners‖ of their souls and ―the night alleys‖ of their 
society, ―and the back roads of the world in order to grasp the deep truths about‖ their 
souls, society, and the world.
54
 A well-formed conscience can redirect the soul to search 
and discern that which is right for one‘s soul, society, and the world. Ethnically polarized 
societies need such formation and training so that they may shatter their divisive and 
narrow politics. Formation of conscience empowers a community to confront ―blind 
conformity, glib complacency, and pathetic cowardice‖ that has made it susceptible to 
manipulation.
55
 Cornel West asserts that the three obstacles of ―blind conformity, glib 
complacency, and pathetic cowardice‖ constitute challenges that the Socratic legacy, 
which a liberative ecclesiological approach is adapted to, must confront head-on.
56
 With 
such an ecclesiology shaped by the Socratic legacy of examination and sustained 
questioning of how one ought to live, Kenyans will muster the courage to take back 
power from tribal and ethno-regional kingpins.  
Emergence of ―blind conformity, glib complacency and pathetic cowardice‖ in 
the Kenyan democratic space gave rise to political nihilism. This situation is 
characterized by perfection of the art of false justifications and disregard for the 
commitment to truth, integrity, and principle. By allowing ethno-regional politics to rule, 
the Kenyan national psyche gave way to manipulation and mendacity. The impact of that 
nihilism is the erosion of the sense of belonging to a community called Kenya. Erosion of 
nationalism and patriotism leads to disillusionment, particularly with politicians. As a 
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result, people continue to undermine the reverence for, faith in, and deep commitment to 
democracy. Seemingly, people have bought into the moral corruption of the ethno-
politically power-hungry system. Consequently, the country as a collective has joined the 
game in the delusional belief that nothing can be done to change the corrupted system.     
Political nihilism has bred three groups of Kenyan citizens that represent 
corrupted conscience; the flatterers, the floaters, and the deflated. Manthia Diawara 
described the disillusioned ―flatterers‖, when he described what he experienced in 
Guinea, as those who cannot manage to speak with courage about the corruption of the 
political system. Diawara‘s account of Guinea and the three types of people is true for 
Kenya today. He observed that the ―flatterers say anything the president wants to hear – 
that‘s why they become ministers, general managers, and ambassadors in every 
regime.‖57 Flatterers and their supporters represent people with dead or corrupted 
consciences which cannot exercise basic democratic rights and fulfill the moral duty to 
do that which is right and just. The floater, as the name suggests, are people who are just 
hanging onto the hope that one day the situation will change and that they will be able to 
make the right connections or contacts.
58
 Those who have no connections with the rulers 
are left to languish in abject poverty. Floaters, as captured by both Emmanuel Katongole 
and Diawara, barely survive between governments. With regard to the deflated, Diawara 
notes that: 
A deflated person is someone beyond good and evil, beyond feeling the blues of 
unemployment. He has reached a point where he says to himself, ―they don‘t 
know me. They don‘t see me.‖ African dictatorships are producing this kind of 
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man every day. He knows that no matter what he does, he will not get anywhere. 
The statistics are against him: he will die young. He sits down and looks to see if 
people see him. He sees from others‘ gazes that he is transparent. He does not 
know how to do anything, and he does not want to do anything.
59
 
 
Political exclusion and poor economic reforms form the basis of the desperation 
consuming Kenyan society. Such ―deflated‖ citizens need a unique kind of formation that 
can reignite their moral imagination. Kenyans who have framed their lives on the 
deflated, flatterers, and floaters telos need empowerment to follow the true inner aptitude 
for the common good. That is the voice they must listen to when making all decisions 
including political ones. A liberative ecclesiological approach hopes to demonstrate how 
Kenyans need something ―more than skills and technical adjustments to improve nation-
state legitimacies and operations.‖60 It hopes to show that Kenyans need a special 
empowerment that can liberate them from the chains of ethno-regional and divisive 
politics. They need a formation of conscience that can guard them from becoming an 
easy prey for recruitment into whatever cause – ethnicized politics, tribalism, ethno-
regional politics – which advances the selfish interests of tribal kingpins masquerading as 
national leaders. Since the political and tribal rivalry seems to be wired within the very 
foundational imagination of present day Kenya, this thesis shows that a new future in 
Kenya will benefit from a creative and liberative foundational narrative.  
1.3 Consequences of Negative Ethnicity and Ethnicized Politics 
 
In order to justify the immediate need for the formation of conscience, an 
exposition of some consequences of negative ethnicity and ethnicized politics, discussed 
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above, is helpful. But before we do that, it is important to underscore the fact that harmful 
ethnicity driven by a superiority complex should never be confused with positive 
ethnicity expressed in different languages, cultures, songs, foods, and looks. These 
diversities represent neutral heritages and assets to be preserved and applied to in the 
fight against negative ethnicity.  
In Kenya, ethnic loyalties have created many tribalists posing a great challenge to 
the nation‘s conscience. People celebrate more their loyalties to a particular ethnic 
grouping than their identity as Kenyans. Attention to ethnic loyalties has influenced 
political leaders to ―develop a sense of ‗obligation‘ that is inconsistent with ethics of 
public office. For instance, some politicians or leaders feel obliged to fulfill their own 
ethnic group‘s interests than those of public office or common good. It is such 
exclusionary principles that have resulted in some leaders deviating from established 
rules. Ethnocentrism forces people to see one‘s ethnic group as the center of everything 
and all others are scaled and rated with reference to it. In the political sphere, fear of 
backlash from the person‘s respective ethnic community hinders faithful discharge of 
obligations. The same ethnocentric conscience has provided a recipe for conflicts in 
Kenya. Ethnic loyalties have hindered the building and sustenance of healthy human 
relationships. Divided societies, whether along ethnic or religious lines, create 
environments that impair the social self of both the perpetrator and the victim of division. 
Building unity and social cohesion in such environments may require transformation of 
individuals or communities into persons motivated by higher order of ―truth, universal 
wellbeing of all ethnic communities and the inter-relatedness of humanity.‖61      
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It is true that negative ethnicity is not only a problem unique to Kenya. Many 
parts of the world experience its ramifications playing out in different forms. The history 
of the world is replete with tensions and conflicts arising from negative ethnicity. Neither 
is negative ethnicity limited to Africa. Examples of conflicts arising from negative 
ethnicity outside of the African continent include Catholics and Protestants in Northern 
Ireland, Tamil and Sinhalese in Sri Lanka, Turkish and Kurdish in Turkey, and Spain and 
the Basque National Liberation Movement conflict.  
1.3.1 The 2007 Post-Election Violence: Machete Triumphs over Conscience 
 
What happened in Kenya in 2007 after the alleged rigging of election results is 
another example of negative ethnicity hurting humanity. The violence followed the 
abrupt proclamation of Mwai Kibaki, the incumbent president, as the winner in the highly 
contentious presidential election.
62
 As a result, violence broke out between supporters of 
the Party of National Unity (PNU) and the opposition Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM). This conflict triggered the worst intertribal conflict in the history of the country 
which saw over 1300 people killed and more than 300,000 people displaced.
63
 While 
many issues constituted the origin of the crisis, but key among them was negative 
ethnicity. The ethnicity factor played out because of disputes relating to ―land going back 
to the colonial times (notably between Kalenjin and Kikuyu in the Rift Valley).‖64 In the 
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2007 election just like in the previous elections of 1992, 1997, and 2002, political 
coalitions were constructed around Kenya‘s 42 ethnic groups.  
In fact, the unique dimension of the 2007 election was that the election campaign 
was ―critically shaped by ODM‘s rhetoric of ‘41 against one‘ (the Kikuyu).‖65 In 
comparison, the 2007 post-election violence exceeded the previous ones by its magnitude 
and intensity. As Peter Kagwanja and Roger Southhall emphasize, ―the ensuing electoral 
dispute quickly metamorphosed into a deadly orgy of ‗ethnic‘ slaughter, rape and plunder 
reminiscent of the 1994 Rwandan Genocide.‖66 People who suffered the most were the 
ruling party‘s, PNU, supporters, especially Kikuyus who were perceived to be strong 
supporters of PNU. In retaliation, Kikuyu youths and militias such as Mungiki reacted to 
―the killings and displacement of their kith and kin in ODM strongholds, engaged in 
reprisal attacks in Nairobi and parts of the Rift Valley and central Kenya against the Luo, 
Luhyia and Kalenjin groups, the ODM‘s ethnic support base.‖67  This conflict and many 
others highlight the ever-threatening risk of negative ethnicity and the extent to which the 
machete in an ethnically divided society can triumph over conscience.  
The African union and the international community contributed enormously in 
resolving the stalemate. Through their intervention, the former Secretary General of the 
United Nations, Koffi Annan, was appointed to take lead in mediation efforts which 
succeeded to forge an accord with the aggrieved political parties. This accord became 
known as the Kenya National Accord and Reconciliation Agreement which formed the 
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basis of the National Accord and Reconciliation Act of 2008.
68
 This accord necessitated 
the way for the formation of a power-sharing government with a grand coalition of the 
Party of National Unity (PNU) with Mr. Kibaki, as head of the party, becoming President 
of Kenya, and the Orange Democractic Movement (ODM) with Mr. Raila Odinga, as 
head of the party, becoming the Prime Minister.
69
 This political arrangement helped to 
reconcile, firstly, the two political leaders representing two major political alliances, and 
secondly, the whole country divided along these two political lines. At the time, the idea 
was to come up with a long-term solution to reconcile the then ―ethnically divided 
Kenyan society in which both Parliamentary and Presidential elections were heavily 
informed by the politics of political tribalism.‖70 A key achievement of the intervention 
of the African Union team of African prominent personalities was the legislation into law 
of the National Reconciliation Accord.  
Although the National Reconciliation Accord succeeded to bring peace and order, 
the voting pattern and ethnically charged election campaigns in the subsequent election of 
2013 indicated how much still needs to be done to eradicate negative ethnicity. What this 
reality demonstrates is the extent to which the negative-ethnic-conscience remains so 
deep in the Kenyan national psyche.  Building a peaceful and just Kenya will have to 
start from re-instructing such a conscience to help Kenyans enslaved by negative 
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ethnicity to realize their potential and capabilities. Liberating such a conscience implies 
teaching and forming people to value certain functions such as bringing truth to political 
life. This thesis recognizes the potential of an ecclesiological approach built on Catholic 
Social Teaching in building a liberative conscience. Ethnicized conscience will never 
form a faithful citizenship that can make political decisions informed by the following 
principles: the dignity of the human person, the common good, subsidiarity, and 
solidarity. People influenced by negative ethnicity perpetrate violence because they do 
not value the human dignity of other human persons outside their ethnic groups. Thus, the 
liberative ecclesiological approach will form Kenyans capable of enjoying ―more 
freedom to lead the kind of lives they have reason to value.‖71 
1.4 Conclusion 
 
The above exposition of the sociopolitical context in Kenya is not intended to 
paint an image of a country that has become the most ethnically and politically divided 
country in the world. Neither is the analysis an attempt to argue that ethnicity and ethno-
regional politics are the only problems affecting Kenyans. This deeper and critical 
analysis of the Kenyan sociopolitical context since independence aims to show how 
negative ethnicity, ethno-political competition, and political violence have become major 
challenges in the sociopolitical development of the country. This chapter shows how such 
challenges have corrupted the conscience of some Kenyans. It shows how the Kenyan 
imagination, which has been limited by ethnic-thinking and negative ethnicity, is in dire 
need of redemption. The chapter goes further to suggest that until people‘s conscience is 
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formed and moral imaginations broadened, Kenya‘s future will continue to hang in the 
balance. In order to propose an effective way of being church in Kenya today, a brief 
account of how the Kenyan church performed its function of stating moral principles in 
the social sphere is helpful.
72
 In particular, the next chapter will highlight the various 
roles the Catholic Church (the leadership and community), in collaboration with other 
churches, played or failed to play as a ―repository of ethical principles for sociopolitical 
transformation‖ in Kenya.73  
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CHAPTER TWO 
CONSCIENCE FORMATION AND THE ECCLESIAL CONTEXT OF 
KENYA 
 
―The Church is the conscience of society, and today‘s society needs a conscience. 
Do not be afraid to speak.  If we go wrong and you keep quiet, one day you may have 
to answer for our mistakes.‖74 
 
A major challenge for the church in Kenya is the extent to which the complex 
issue of ethnic identity continues to complicate the relationship between the church and 
the state. In particular, negative ethnicity gave way to fragmentation of the church and 
decreased her moral authority. Kenya is, therefore, in need of a truly Christian church, 
which can expand the capabilities and agency of people to achieve valuable beings and 
doings needed for the promotion of peace and justice.
75
   In order to show how the 
Catholic Church, in collaboration with other churches, played or failed to play her role as 
an agent of social change, this chapter will examine the inconstant evolution of church-
state relationship before and after independence. In particular, it will highlight the 
problem of negative ethnicity in the church and how it fractured the Christian 
community, especially during the 2007 post-election violence. 
2.1 The Inconstant Evolution of Church-State Relationship in Kenya 
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In order to trace the roots of the evolution of the church-state relationship in 
Kenya, one has to go back to the 15
th
 century when the Portuguese explorer Vasco da 
Gama reached the Kenyan coast at Malindi.
76
 In his company were several Roman 
Catholic missionaries. The pioneer missionaries were Francis Xavier, who stopped at the 
coast in 1542 on his way to India by sea, and a group of Augustinian Friars who reached 
the Kenya coast of Mombasa in 1597. These missionaries, and many others that later 
joined them, continued teaching and spreading Christianity until the modern era of 
missionary work marked by the arrival of Ludwig Krapf and Johann Redmann in 1844 
and 1846 respectively.
77
 Slowly, the missionary project moved quickly westwards up to 
Uganda. Their movement was facilitated by the construction of the railway line in 1901.   
2.1.1 Missionaries and the Colonial Government in Kenya 
 
In general, Christianity in Kenya enjoyed a healthy relationship with the colonial 
government. Their collaboration and partnership were so clear that Kenyans could not 
differentiate between missionaries and colonialists. William Ochieng‘ observes that even 
though Christian missionaries and British imperial administrators had different 
approaches to the colonial life in Kenya ―they pursued a common goal‖ meant to control 
and colonize Africans.
78
 The activities of the missionaries that made them to be perceived 
as ―part of a conquering race‖ included establishing schools.79 Both the colonial 
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government and the missionaries used schools to accomplish their common goal of 
effectively institutionalizing control mechanisms through changing paradigms with which 
Kenyans viewed life and the afterlife.
80
 Missionaries and colonial government officials, 
therefore, colluded to ensure that Christian missions enjoy protection and in turn the 
colonial officials benefited through the articulation of the colonial state. Eventually, this 
reinforced the perception that missionaries were part of the colonial mechanism of 
communication and control of the Kenyan population.  
2.1.2 The Ambiguous Church and the Colonial Government Relationship  
 
Before independence, the relationship between the Christian churches and the 
State evolved from cooperation to conflict. The relationship depended heavily on the 
responses of the missionaries to the policies of the colonial government. In colonial 
times, cooperation in the mission centers had two dimensions: ―with the government on 
the one hand, and Africans on the other.‖81 The relation between the colonial government 
and the missionaries was uncertain. The major cause of the conflict was the missionaries‘ 
concern about the use of land by the colonial government. A similar tension had arisen 
prior to 1901 following the missionaries‘ concerns about slavery. Renison Muchiri 
Githigi observes that ―although there were many areas of co-operation between 
missionaries and officials, they differed in that the officials advocated and pursued a 
policy of gradual abolition‖ of slavery.82 Consequently, that policy caused conflict 
between the colonial administration and the missionaries who appealed for the immediate 
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abolition of slavery. On issues of both land and slavery, the natives supported 
missionaries‘ efforts to fight for their rights. The collaboration between the missionaries 
and the natives enabled them to forge a collective effort to attack the colonial government 
for alienating lands from the natives.  
Furthermore, the relation between the church and the natives remained a 
complicated one. For instance, collaboration of missionaries with the colonial 
government opened fierce resistance and hostility from the local community. Similarly, 
hostility arose in 1929 when the missionaries called the colonial government to exercise a 
hardline approach against radical nationalists.
83
 The missionaries‘ open support for the 
colonial government crackdown on all grassroot movements fighting against the British 
colonial government set them against the local population. Their relation with the local 
population worsened when the government detained all the Kikuyu Central Association 
(KCA) agitators and closed their independent schools and churches.
84
  
Another cause of the conflict between missionaries and the natives was the 
perception among the local population that missionaries at the missions served as the 
intelligence wing of the colonial government. There were reports that the missions 
situated in the interior of the country often warned the colonial government about 
possible unrest.
85
 Missionaries were the first to warn the colonial government that 
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members of nationalist movements, such as the Mau Mau, were taking oaths in their plan 
to fight the colonial government.
86
 What was evident, however, was the fact that mission 
centers provided the colonial government with major recruiting and indoctrinating 
grounds for government loyalists.
87
 Even rehabilitation of detainees used to take place at 
the missions. Consequently, due to such complicity, nationalists started targeting 
missions for what they saw as a conspiracy between missionaries and the colonial 
government to pursue a common goal.   
The same ambiguous, complex colonial government and church relationship 
continued until Kenya gained independence. After independence, the church cooperated 
with the state in order to consolidate the gains of political emancipation.
88
 Under the 
government of the founding President Jomo Kenyatta (1963-78), Christian churches 
exercised their roles through involvement in spiritual and sociopolitical issues. In the 
political sphere, they exercised their role as the conscience of society. They fulfilled that 
role through issuance of ―pastoral letters and exhortations to public office holders.‖89 
Their unity of purpose and will enabled them to become a formidable force. The National 
Council of the Churches of Kenya (NCCK) acted as an ecumenical forum where the 
individual churches could not speak alone.
90
 However, this collective effort by the 
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Christian churches to support, and when necessary, challenge the government, only lasted 
until President Daniel Arap Moi ascended to power in 1978. His authoritarian and 
ethnicized regime changed the dynamic of the relationship between the church and the 
state.
91
 
2.1.3 The Fractured Christian Community 
 
During President Moi‘s regime (1978-2002), Evangelicals, Pentecostals and 
African Instituted Churches (AICs) avoided political affairs for purely political reasons.
92
 
Many of these churches became uncritical supporters of Moi‘s government and its 
pronouncements.
93
 Moi‘s government, argues Orobator, brought about a different kind of 
relationship that was based on individual church leaders speaking against politicians 
acting contrary to their duties as public servants.
94
 Some church leaders stood up in 
denouncing political figures by using political sermons and proclamation of the virtues 
and values of Christian social ethic. These leaders include the Anglican Bishops Henry 
Okullu, Alexander Muge and David Gitari, and the Presbyterian Timothy Njoya, Catholic 
bishop Raphael Ndingi Mwan a‘Nzeki and Archbishop John Njue, who later became the 
second Cardinal in the history of Kenya.
95
 These church leaders, though operating 
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without coordination and a united voice, used their pulpits to make proclamations 
informed by the Gospel values.
96
 The reason for the lack of a coordinated Christian voice 
was President Moi‘s exploitation of the ethnically-inclined Christianity.  
President Moi manipulated the already divided Christian community. He 
maximized the support of his membership in the AICs which had its center among the 
Luos, Akamba and the Kalenjin in the Rift Valley. Throup remarks that President Moi, as 
part of his fightback, ―induced his own African Inland Church and others to leave the 
NCCK, even to oppose it.‖97 Indeed, these divisions betrayed the progress the churches 
had made before and soon after President Moi came into power. At the time, the churches 
were highly respected institutions which could not be controlled or manipulated.
98
 As a 
result of President Moi‘s manipulation of the ethnic division in the NCCK, several church 
leaders supported him from ―ethnic or patrimonial-clientelist considerations or out of a 
theological conviction that political involvement was not the role of churches.‖99 Other 
Church leaders, especially from AICs, Evangelicals, Protestants, and Pentecostals, even 
preached and taught their followers that politics is a matter for prayer not involvement. 
As observed by Gregory Deacon, Pentecostal churches purported to be exclusively 
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concerned about ―blessing, breakthrough, achievement, growth, victory, prosperity, 
promotion and all the other synonyms of success.‖100  
The church leaders, headed by the Catholic Bishop of Nakuru, Raphael Ndingi 
Mwana a‘Nzeki, at that time the chairman of the Episcopal Conference and who later 
became the Archbishop of Nairobi, became quite involved during the run-up to 
multiparty democracy in the 1980s and 1990s.
101
 Under Bishop Raphael Ndingi‘s 
leadership, and even after he became the archbishop of Nairobi, the Catholic Church 
operated as a united institution in a way that other churches did not. This legacy is largely 
owed to his neutral and just approach to Kenyan politics and the problem of negative 
ethnicity. Bishop Raphael Ndingi never shied away from confronting the national, 
provincial administration and security agencies, all of which were notorious for 
disregarding the rights of the people. Owing to his influence in the struggle for 
democracy, Bishop Rafael Ndingi remains the most influential Catholic Church leader in 
post-independent Kenya. In collaboration with leaders from other Christian churches, 
Bishop Rafael Ndingi worked so hard despite divisions among the Christian community 
to dismantle Kenya‘s one-party state. He exposed President Moi‘s government abuses.102  
These abuses include promoting ethnicized politics and orchestrating ethnic clashes in the 
Rift Valley province, where Bishop Rafael Ndingi was working.  
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Unfortunately, the clergy was not spared this ethnic bigotry even in the province 
under Bishop Raphael Ndingi. Father Moses Mahuho of St. Kizito Church, Olenguruone, 
Nakuru diocese, for instance, was among those recommended for prosecution in the 
Report of the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation Commission of Kenya for being involved 
in the 1991 ethnic clashes.
103
 These clashes were being used to instill fear among 
proponents of multiparty political system, which President Moi and his community saw 
as a threat to his continued consolidation of power. For the sake of solidifying political 
power, he continued to manipulate the already existing theological and ethnic differences 
within the Christian churches.
104
 His greatest supporters were members of the AICs. One 
of the issues about which the mainstream churches differed with the government and the 
AICs was the issue of constitutional changes. AICs feared confronting the government as 
they saw any opposition to the government as ―unnecessary and forbidden politics for the 
Church.‖105 Yet, the truth of the matter behind these churches‘ anti-politics sentiments 
was their ethnic and religious alliance with President Moi. Such polarization and 
fragmentation ―weakens the conscience of society or influences it negatively.‖106 
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2.2 Christian Identity versus Ethnic Identity 
 
The divided nature of the body of Christ further demonstrates how Christians – 
those united by the word and grace of Christ – have inwardly and outwardly betrayed the 
oneness expected to be displayed. The dynamics of the relation between Christians of 
different ethnic identities in Kenya seems to affirm Orobator‘s view that ―being Christian 
appears a weaker substitute for a deeply engrained belief in the protective identity 
conferred by an exclusionary primary reference group."
107
 This situation is largely so 
because of the existential fact that the African culture promises a more tangible reward 
than Christianity.  
Owing to the loss of a unified Christian community and leadership, the advent of 
multiparty politics found the church less politically astute. Allegations of the church‘s 
partisanship exposed the ―problem of the contradictory roles played by church leadership 
concerning matters of governance in society.‖108 Like President Moi, President Kibaki 
(2002 – 2013) used Christianity to burnish his image as a Christian statesman. Church 
functions and funerals continued to be the grounds for doing politics.
109
 Another trick, 
used by Kibaki to compromise the clergy‘s ability to speak out against sociopolitical 
injustices and the state excesses, was through ―co-option of church leaders.‖110 For 
instance, President Kibaki appointed Reverend Mutava Musyimi to lead the National 
Anti-Campaign Steering Committee (NACCSC) and Bishop Bernard Njoroge of the 
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Charismatic Episcopal Church as a fulltime commissioner for the commission tasked 
with drawing up the new constitution.
111
 Arguably, these appointments were meant to 
silence the church that raised lots of concerns. Even though not many Catholic Church 
leaders were co-opted to join privileged positions, still they also ―lost their critical 
distance from President Kibaki, himself a Roman Catholic.‖112 The appointment of 
Father Dominic Wamugunda to be a member of the Board of the Postal Corporation of 
Kenya is a case that demonstrates the extent to which President Kibaki attempted to 
manipulate even the Catholic Church leadership.
113
 Thus, the loss of critical distance and 
voice of reason resulted from the church‘s hierarchy siding with the government. 
Aligning with the ruling establishments reinforced the church‘s indifference to the 
crucified people. Jean-Marc Ela wrote against indifference to the plight of the poor. 
Christianity, argues Ela, cannot be indifferent to ―the real needs of the masses.‖114 
In fact, the 2007 election revealed more evidence of the rift within the Christian 
churches. The rift had two dimensions: on one hand, most evangelical and Pentecostal 
churches favored Raila Amollo Odinga.
115
 This was largely because these churches 
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operated among the Kalenjins, Luos and the people from the coastal regions that 
supported the opposition led by Odinga. These communities thought of themselves as 
economically marginalized and forgotten ethnic groups. On the other hand, the Kikuyus 
and other communities from central Kenya, which dominated the mainstream churches, 
supported the Kibaki establishment.
116
 Such ethnic and Christian churches involvement 
in ethnicized politics also dragged the Catholic Church further into muddy political 
waters. The result of such politics weakened relationships even within the Catholic 
Church itself.  
Within the Catholic Church, the scandal of a divided body of Christ unfortunately 
emerged between Cardinal John Njue and other bishops, especially those from western 
Kenya.
117
 As observed by Throup, the Cardinal, who comes from central Kenya, was 
―condemned for being too close to President Kibaki and Kikuyu chauvinist 
sentiments.‖118 His closeness and the compromise that followed that relationship 
manifested itself even before the 2002 election when the Cardinal stood against the move 
by the opposition and other Catholic Bishops to push for the Majimbo (decentralization) 
system. Other Catholic Church leaders from non-Kikuyu regions quickly distanced 
themselves from the Cardinal‘s pronouncements.119 Among these dissenting voices was 
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the archbishop of Kisumu (the then opposition stronghold), Zacchaeus Okoth who called 
on the faithful to decide for themselves how they wish to be governed.
120
  
Another instance where the Catholic Church displayed contradictory roles was in 
the 2007 election when the Catholic Conference of Bishops issued a statement criticizing 
the declaration of President Kibaki as the winner of the much contested election results, 
only to have it ―withdrawn by the cardinal and his supporters, who issued a different one, 
congratulating the president.‖121 The Cardinal‘s statement went further to urge Kenyans 
to accept the results. As the show of hierarchical powers continued to rage on, the 
Catholic Church descended into a major rift. As observed by Jennifer Cooke, the impact 
of ―the 2007 post-election violence inflicted a serious blow to the churches as their 
leaders once again divided largely along ethnic lines.‖122 In order to solve the deepening 
rift between the Cardinal and his counterparts from opposition strongholds, the Vatican 
sent Cardinal Francis Arinze from Nigeria, the most senior African at the Vatican, at the 
time.
123
 Undoubtedly, the outcome of such rifts and tensions in the Christian churches 
betrayed a political situation that demanded a much more robust and coordinated 
response from the church leaders.   
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Although the Catholic Church succeeded to resolve the rift and resumed to work 
as a united force, as was later witnessed in its humanitarian intervention and 
condemnation of the postelection violence of 2007/8, it was clear that damage had 
already been done. This damage prompted some congregations to splinter, especially in 
urban areas with multiethnic congregations. As remarked by Throup, the Catholic Church 
―lost some of its credibility as an institution standing above the political fray.‖124 The 
image of the Catholic Church was in ―shambles because it was no longer considered an 
entity transcending ethnicity and capable of speaking in the interest of everyone.‖125 As 
emphasized by Philomena Njeri Mwaura and Constansia Mumma Martinon, many people 
from that point ―ignored its messages because its leadership was viewed as partisan.‖126 
Its partisanship made the Catholic Church to be accused of ―complicity, of abetting the 
evil by its silence, and of allowing itself to be divided and driven by partisan ethnic 
interests.‖127 From that time, the Catholic Church has never been able to rise above the 
existing ―perception of its partisanship and lack of credibility.‖128 It has remained to be 
perceived as ethnicized, just like so many other Kenyan institutions suffering from ethnic 
divisions and political loyalties.  
The Church‘s indifference and partisanship evoked feelings of a church 
proclaiming a God who is indifferent to human suffering. Ela challenges such a church 
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for preaching a God who is ―a stranger to the times, indifferent to political, social, 
economic, and cultural occurrences, having no prospect of involvement such as would 
necessarily be implied in the Promise.‖129 He, Ela, observes that if the church in 
situations such as that in Kenya decides to embrace silence and hide behind an apolitical 
disguise, it would fail to pronounce the socio-historical dimensions of salvation and 
hope.
130
 Thus, what the church must do in such polarized societies is to remain non-
partisan. If it remains so, it would be able to ―increase its credibility as a moral authority 
in the secular world, precisely because it would eschew technical know-how in the 
mechanism of peacemaking and has a moral duty to freely articulate moral values.‖131 
Mwaura and Martinon locate the misuse of ethnic identity and manipulation 
thereof to a deficit in Christian formation. They argue that the failure of the Kenyan 
society to rise above exclusionary politics of identity can be ―attributed to deficits in 
Kenya‘s Christian formation, in the sincerity and prophetic convictions of clergy 
leadership, and in the country‘s overall national ethic.‖132 In response to needed 
appropriation of Christian ethics, a liberative ecclesiological approach will have a major 
contribution by promoting an authentic Christian identity that transcends barriers of 
ethnicity and narrow self-interests. Again, without suggesting that Kenya lacks traces or 
rays of authentic Christianity, this study makes the point that the aforementioned reaction 
to the 2007 election by Kenyans, Christians and their leaders must not be glossed over. 
Their reaction to the situation leading to violence demonstrates a lapse in moral 
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judgment. It exposes ―a deep malaise in the social, moral, and political fabric of society‖ 
which must be treated with the seriousness it deserves.
133
  
With the help of a liberative ecclesiological approach, the Christian community 
would be formed to ―appeal to gospel values and construct a new community with new 
social relationships.‖134 Building such a community is possible through the promotion of 
unity, justice, human dignity, human rights, the common good, patriotism, solidarity and 
national interests. These ethical principles form that basis of an authentic religion and 
church leadership. There is, therefore, hope that the church has the potential to reclaim its 
role as the conscience of society as well as engaging in active formation of Christian 
conscience, despite the blow to its credibility and integrity before and during the 2007 
post-election violence.  
The Kenyan church has a potential to reposition itself as a proclaimer and witness 
of the most inclusive values. Given its tradition, human resources, facilities and 
methodologies, the church can form Kenyans capable of embracing positive ethnicity, 
which respects, acknowledges, and celebrates the reality and value of ethnic diversity. 
However, that kind of formation must always be founded on the recognition of a common 
humanity shared by all people on earth. For a country with an estimated 83 percent 
Christian population, formation of Christian conscience would certainly go further in 
building a just social order founded on the themes of unity, love, and sacrifice as means 
of embracing each other. Champions of a liberative ecclesiological approach which is 
more conducive to awakening moral imagination are the Catholic Church leaders and the 
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entire Christian community. But the success of this liberative ecclesiology is only 
possible if the Christian community begins to dismantle negative ethnocentric loyalties 
which have caused ―the present perception of its [church] partisanship and lack of 
credibility.‖135  
2.3 The Church as the Conscience of Society in Action 
 
Does the Kenyan Church, especially the Catholic Church, understand herself as 
the conscience of society? In the above discussion, especially in the general fight for 
democracy and peace, despite evidence of contradictory roles, the church‘s hierarchy 
generally performed in various ways the challenge of being the conscience of society.
136
 
As exemplified by some of the church figures mentioned above and the many other 
church leaders performing their prophetic and kingly roles quietly, the Catholic Church 
understands her role as that of guiding, strengthening and encouraging society.
137
 We see 
this determination affirmed in the Bishops of Kenya through pastoral letter entitled, 
―Catholic Bishops‘ Open Memorandum to the President of the Republic‖ issued on 
November 13, 1986.
138
 In this letter, Catholic Bishops emphasized their responsibility as 
the conscience of society and affirmed that ―should the kingdom of God and values of 
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this kingdom seem to be endangered, we see it as our duty to point out the danger and to 
seek to persuade the State to reconsider and to find a better way.‖139 Even the founding 
father of the Kenyan nation, President Jomo Kenyatta, reminded the Bishops about their 
role when he spoke to them in July, 1976, stating that ―the church is the conscience of 
society, and today a society needs a conscience. Do not be afraid to speak. If we go 
wrong and you keep quiet, one day you may have to answer for our mistakes.‖140 This 
call reminds the church to uphold its duty of social action. The church as the conscience 
of the nation basically refers to: 
The Church as a vigilant watchman to sound alarm against the forces of evil; the 
Church in the image of a gadfly awakening people from their moral complacency; 
the Church in the image of guide giving direction because of her privileged 
position as custodian of the divine mysteries; the Church as the image of 
moderation and restraint. As a conscience it has to avoid the excesses of laxism 
and intolerance and rigidity in handling the affairs of people.
141
 
 
Notwithstanding the challenges alluded to earlier, Kenyan Catholic Bishops have 
tried to carry out their role of being the conscience of Kenyan society either as 
individuals or as a group. We see these attempts in the Kenyan Catholic Bishops‘ pastoral 
letters and press statements. While there were instances of the church playing 
contradictory roles as already discussed above, there were also many pastoral letters 
which were issued to convey a unified voice on the direction the country ought to take on 
various issues. Other structures within the Kenyan Catholic Bishops conference that 
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enforced social justice and peace include the formation of the Catholic Justice and Peace 
Commission (CJPC) in 1988. The Commission helped by working with the dioceses and 
parishes through their offices on the ground to collect data on the question of peace and 
justice in order to analyze the causes of conflict and injustice. For instance, in 1992, 
during intertribal clashes in Rift Valley, the bishops used such data to challenge the 
government when they remarked: 
So far the government has taken very little part in relief operations. The 
authorities came in too late and only with inadequate supplies. There are still 
people without homes staying in church compounds or with relatives. It was only 
on 3 January 1992 that a rally was held to condemn these ―tribal clashes.‖ This 
has left the impression that there was an official condoning of such violence.
142
 
 
Contradictory as the role of the church has been, these examples show that it never 
completely failed to speak. Its voice continued to be heard even though at times not as 
prophetic as expected.  
The period between 1990 and 2002 (the run-up to multiparty democracy) remains 
one in which individual church men – Catholics and non-Catholics – came out 
proactively against President Moi‘s authoritarian regime resulting in its weeding out 
through the ballot. But before that period, various church leaders from different churches 
played it safe with occasional comments against the government but little action.
143
 
While commending the Kenyan Catholic Bishops for the prophetic work in the period 
between 1992 and 2002 and their reaction to intertribal clashes, Pope John Paul II states: 
Your protests against violence, your defense of human rights, your proof of those 
who seek personal advantage by exploiting their neighbors, your calls to civil 
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authorities to renew their honest dedication to ensuring the common good, and 
your summons to national reconciliation, - all of these are signs of your fidelity to 
the demands of your apostolic ministry. They mark you out as authentic heirs of 
those who said: ―We cannot do anything but speak‖ (Acts 4:20); ―We cannot do 
anything against the truth, but only for the truth (2 Cor.13: 13:8).
144
  
 
However, commendable as this work of the bishops is, their work concentrated on 
ecclesiastical pronouncements and declarations at the level of the hierarchy. Yet, a better 
process of societal transformation requires both pronouncements of the social teachings 
as well a bottom-up Christian formation and mobilization of the whole Christian 
community to participate in the implementation of the declarations. As a body of 
guidelines in the Catholic Church, the Catholic Social Teaching should be used at the 
grassroots to illuminate reason and contribute to the formation of conscience. The process 
should engage everyone in the church by listening to their joys and their hopes, their 
sorrows and their grief. This way of being church emphasizes the synodal elements in the 
Catholic Church itself. This word synod comes from the two Greek words, syn, which 
means together or with one another, and hodòs, which means way.
145
 Synodality, 
therefore, emphasizes being together; a people on a journey together along the paths of 
history towards the encounter with Christ the Lord. Pope Francis described the synodal 
church as one ―which listens, which realizes that listening ‗is more than simply hearing.‘ 
It is a mutual listening in which everyone has something to learn. The faithful people, the 
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college of bishops, the Bishop of Rome: all listening to each other, and all listening to the 
Holy Spirit.‖146 Thus, the top-down approach of making exhortations still employed by 
the Catholic Church leadership in Kenya discourages active participation of all 
Christians. Synodality, as a constitute element of the Catholic Church, challenges the 
local church to foster participation and involvement of the Church as a family confronted 
with a common enemy.   
For the Kenyan church to truly act as the conscience of society, ―All Christians 
and all people have to feel invited in this common process towards a new and better 
Kenya.‖147 Kenyan Catholic Bishops understand this fact well. They know that ―it would 
be wrong to identify the Church only with the hierarchy.‖148 All that they need to do is to 
concretize that knowledge by empowering the laity and encouraging them to participate 
in the public sphere. As observed by Pope John Paul II in Vocation and Mission of the 
Lay Faithful (Christifideles Laici), participation in ―public life is for everybody and by 
everybody.‖149 This implies that the church in Kenya must go beyond making 
ecclesiastical pronouncements if it is to promote a comprehensive Christian formation. In 
other words, it must offer, as reiterated by the Kenya Episcopal Conference, ―moral 
formation and encouragement. This includes forming moral conscience so that each one, 
in considering how to behave, can distinguish between what is good and what is 
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sinful.‖150 Only then can the church in Kenya foster ―the kind of social agents capable of 
envisioning and creating just, truthful, and peaceful societies‖ and hence shape a 
sociopolitical context in which such agents will thrive.
151
 
2.4 Conclusion 
 
 This chapter demonstrates the reality and impact of negative ethnicity and 
political violence in the church. It exposes situations where the church has demonstrated 
an ―acute inability and apparent unwillingness to make a positive impact upon the 
conscience of its people.‖152 Some of the images of a contradictory church highlighted in 
this chapter are not meant to discredit the image of the church. They are meant to give a 
critical exposition of what might weaken, undermine, or influence negatively the 
conscience of society.
153
 This analysis proposes that such images can be redeemed 
through a liberative ecclesiological approach that seeks to remove the Church‘s social 
teachings and the prophetic voice from the high levels of ecclesiastical pronouncements 
and instill it into the conscience of Christians. In the next chapter, we will demonstrate 
the justification for conscience and formation of the conscience of those whose 
conscience is corrupted so as to enable them to participate fully in the life of the public 
sphere and the church.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
A DEFENSE OF THE PRIMACY OF CONSCIENCE FORMATION 
 
―They show that the demands of the law are written in their hearts, while their conscience 
also bears witness and their conflicting thoughts accuse or even defend them.‘ Rom. 
2:15
154
 
 
The above discussion on the Kenyan sociopolitical and ecclesial context 
demonstrates the extent to which the conscience of some Kenyans is compromised and so 
in need of reorientation. The orientation may require application of different methods of 
conscience reconstruction. One such method, embedded in Christian tradition and secular 
society, is formation of conscience. Formation of conscience, as presented here, is a 
reasonable and rich pastoral resource for the church morally and spiritually to form 
Kenyans into the sort of human beings they ought to be. This study proposes it as a key 
component of an alternative ecclesiological approach to the old Kenyan Catholic Church 
pastoral approach bent on decision-oriented or ecclesiastical pronouncements-oriented 
approach.  What Kenyans need is a kind of church, which is bent on the development of 
moral persons; Christians and citizens capable of transcending ethnicized consciences. 
3.1 Conscience 
 
Based on the earlier definition of conscience, this section of the study lays out the 
essence of this principle vis-à-vis its relevance in the public sphere.
155
 The key 
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presupposition is that truth can be found in the depth of conscience.
156
 This is not to 
suggest that the search for truth is that simple. In fact, Vatican II recognized the 
complexity of conscience and the process of searching for truth.
157
 However, 
notwithstanding the complex process of searching for truth, the role of conscience in 
guiding human conduct remains important for all human beings. While asserting the role 
of conscience, Charles Curran observed that Gaudium et Spes ―emphasizes the primacy 
of the subjective without denying the objective and sees the search for moral truth as 
taking place in the depth of the person‘s conscience.‖158 Thus, conscience, besides its 
complex nature, remains a reasonable principle for responding to spiritual and 
sociopolitical needs of the people. As a concept derived from the Latin word conscientia, 
which means ―knowledge within oneself‖ or ―knowledge with one another‖, conscience 
basically means, to know together.
159
 This implies that conscience is ―neither private nor 
individualistic. Rather it is the ‗place‘ and the ‗means‘ whereby persons come to know 
themselves ‗in confrontation with God and with fellowmen.‘‖160 Conscience is, therefore, 
social and relational. Yet that social dimension is both the object of conscience as well as 
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the regulating factor determining the formation and development of healthy, mature and 
well-formed conscience.
161
  
Similarly, Dignitatis Humanae recognized the value of conscience in mediating 
the divine law. According to this document, ―In all his activity a man is bound to follow 
his conscience in order that he may come to God, the end and purpose of life.‖162 By 
upholding the primacy of conscience, Vatican II articulated a moral framework and 
tradition for the church to follow. Vatican II observed that obeying a ―law written by 
God‖ in a human being‘s heart is the very dignity of the human person.163 It identified 
conscience as the place where man ―is alone with God‖ and the place where God‘s voice 
echoes in man‘s depths.164 In that sense, disregarding God‘s voice may lead to wrong 
judgment. In his comments on the capacity of conscience as the voice of God, Gula 
remarks that: 
The capacity of conscience is part of being human. It makes it possible to know 
and do the good; however exercise of this capacity requires we take the 
responsibility for developing ourselves as moral persons. Character formation, the 
development of the virtues and standing in a Christian community all develop this 
capacity.
165
 
 
In other words, there exists a connection between character formation, human 
development, and the capacity of conscience. The same human capacity to become moral 
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persons is also observed by James Keenan.
166
 Keenan associates the same human 
capacity with human beings‘ ability to ―discover in turn our dependency on others, for 
human persons are by nature relational.‖167 Keenan‘s point highlights another seemingly 
important dimension of conscience, which is that of enriching and maintaining the 
relational aspect of human persons. This perspective seems to suggest that if conscience 
does not build a community, then it would remain meaningless. To avoid arbitrariness, 
conscience must be necessarily ―intersubjective‖. In other words, conscience must be 
intersubjective with respect to the duties we have as human beings towards other persons. 
Just following one‘s conscience or the ethnic conscience is not enough. That conscience 
must be tested against the objective conscience. In the case of this study, that objective 
conscience is defined by the common good and the Gospel values.  For Kenya, the 
common good would be conditions, such as peace, justice and reconciliation, which will 
allow Kenyans to reach their fulfillment more fully.  
How is conscience helpful in discovering the right course of action? There are 
two ways in which conscience can help human beings to act in ways consistent with 
God‘s call. For Keenan, one of the ways in which conscience can act as the personal and 
social seat of moral responsibility and accountability is by prompting people to confront 
their sinfulness in two ways.
168
 First, conscience helps people to examine their own 
thoughts and deeds. In particular, it enables the one doing examination of conscience to 
judge his own conduct and behavior. It acts as a mechanism for evaluating human 
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conduct.
169
 Second, conscience acts as a lens and safeguard through which people discern 
what is the right thing to do. Thus, the potential to discern is necessitated by the fact that 
all human beings, as moral agents, have the capacity to gather the necessary information 
which morally has bearing on the direction of the decision.
170
 The challenge, however, is 
seemingly in the process of discerning and the parameters being used, or ought to be used 
to discern, which may lead to different outcomes. But for Christians, discernment is an 
essential part of searching for the right action in accord with God‘s call. It is an essential 
step in self-understanding and moral maturity. Unlike a dead or erroneous conscience, 
which is an obstacle to good discernment, a well-formed conscience awakens people to 
recognize their own misdeeds.   
3.2 The Place of Conscience in the Political Sphere 
 
In both legal and political spheres, the primacy of conscience is well recognized. 
Many countries uphold and guarantee the right to freedom of conscience. Even in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (HDHR), the importance of conscience is 
equally recognized.
171
 Article 1 of the UDHR asserts that ―All human beings are born 
free and equal in dignity and human rights. They are endowed with reason and 
conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.‖ Article 18 
notes that ―Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and religion.‖ 
Conscience, therefore, functions as an instrumental and foundational principle in 
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contemporary political system. It is such an understanding of conscience that informs the 
quest of this study to explore the function and potential of the church to prioritize 
conscience formation for social and political transformation.  
  Secular societies are committed to the promotion of the political realm by virtue 
of which freedom of religion and freedom of conscience are guaranteed.
172
 These 
societies recognize the role of conscience in enhancing human ability to recognize the 
moral correctness of an action without relying on ethnicized consciences. The same 
ability to tell right from wrong is the one that guides the notion of participation by the 
people and the common good. We see this respect and freedom of conscience being 
observed in a variety of ways by different States. In the United States, the model of 
freedom and respect of conscience is founded on six principles: ―equality, equal respect 
accorded to every person, freedom of conscience, accommodation, none-establishment, 
and separation.‖173 In Kenya, the concept of conscience is presented in chapter four of the 
Constitution which lays out the Bill of Rights.
174
 Article 27 (4) of the same Constitution 
establishes that: ―The State shall not discriminate directly or indirectly against any person 
on any ground, including race, sex, pregnancy, marital status, health status, ethnic or 
social origin, colour, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, dress, language 
or birth.‖ The same is echoed in article 32 of the Constitution: ―Every person has the 
right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion.‖ By way of 
example, in Kenya as in many other societies, conscience is upheld as an essential 
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characteristic of all human beings. Thus, like Constitutions in other civilized societies, 
Kenya‘s Constitution has a disposition that guarantees respect for conscience. 
Acknowledgement of conscience goes further to affirm conscience‘s role in regulating 
human behavior as well as the State‘s action.  
 Conscience is, therefore, necessary in the realm of politics. Participating in 
normal politics means discerning and executing decisions that enhance the wellbeing of 
the human society. This link between conscience and the public society is due to the fact 
that while conscience is a private matter, it does not function independently of the world. 
Conscience, argues Shiraz Dossa, ―is tied to the public world.‖175 The basis for this 
connection is because conscience helps discernment of the moral rightness or wrongness 
of human action in the world. If people realize the relationship between the public and 
one‘s conscience, they will be able to share insights of conscience and thereby draw each 
other into truth.  
 In light of that relationship, this study argues for the possibility to maintain such 
relationship without necessarily blurring the separation of religion and government. A 
healthy relationship between conscience and public life can be maintained by all citizens 
if they insist that ―ethical and religious proposals in public conversation abide by the 
guiding norms of honesty, consistency, rationality, evidence, feasibility, legality, 
morality, and revisability.‖176 The view that conscience can be a threat to public life is 
myopic and unreasonable. If anything, conscience can be used to protect secular 
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governments. Private reasons informed by conscientious actions can be used to shore up 
the secular government.
177
 Conscience, therefore, matters because it directs human action 
towards something of great human concern: questions of meaning, value, and identity.   
3.3 The Place of Conscience in the Catholic Church 
 
A key component of the ethical system in Catholic moral theology is natural 
moral law. In this ethical system, reason acts as the tool to perceive natural law. One 
major characteristic of this ethical system is its deontological stress, that is, emphasis on 
some acts being either right or wrong. The foundation of this ethical system lies in 
Thomas Aquinas‘ view that conscience is reason making moral decisions.178 Conscience 
is the act of passing a moral judgment on an action to determine its favorability.
179
 The 
Catholic Church recognizes the same centrality of conscience in any decision making 
process. According to the Catechism of the Catholic Church, ―conscience is a judgment 
of reason by which the human person recognizes the moral quality of a concrete act that 
he is going to perform, is in the process of performing, or has already completed.‖180 The 
Catholic Church understands that making a morally right action requires awareness of 
and listening to the God-given law ―inscribed in the life of the earthly city.‖181 As 
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proposed by this study, our nature as human beings in the earthly city demands a constant 
accompaniment to remain attentive and attuned to the guidance of conscience. 
Awakening of such consciousness may benefit from the formation of people‘s 
consciences to strive to build bridges as opposed to erecting walls of separation and 
division.  
The formation of conscience proposed by this study is not one where conscience 
is retuned to conform to every moral teaching and proclamation of the church. Rather, the 
formation of conscience referred to concerns helping people to ―gain the right vision, to 
assess the main perspectives, and to present those truths and values which should bear 
upon decisions to be made before God.‖182 The formation referred to is about helping 
people to discern the right direction and vision which orients toward and leads to God.
183
 
This implies that any approach to formation of conscience that only teaches conformity 
with or to conform to the teaching of the church runs the risk of abdicating personal 
responsibility in decision making. Pope Francis warned against such approaches of 
conscience formation when he insisted that the church is called to ―form consciences, not 
to replace them.‖184  
A true Church fulfills her function of teaching by giving both religious as well as 
moral instructions needed to create a peaceful and just social order. As a teaching 
institution, the church strives to help people make their own the church‘s teaching in 
areas of social justice and morality. Through conscience formation, the Church helps 
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people to appreciate the fact that individual conscience has an imperative aspect that 
requires prior guidance and formation towards the maturity of its judgment. This form of 
accompaniment seeks to cultivate freedom necessary to ―develop those stable interior 
principles that lead us spontaneously to do good.‖185 The aim of such accompaniment is 
to develop a virtuous life capable of acting ―out of conscious and free choice, as moved 
and drawn in a personal way from within.‖186 By recognizing the value of a properly 
formed conscience, the Church puts ―herself always and only at the service of 
conscience, helping it‖ to conceive and so attain the truth about the good of man with 
certainty and to abide by it.
187
 In this study, the process of attaining truth is understood as 
one of becoming ―whole‖. In that sense, the church ―provides guidelines, indeed even 
boundaries, which serve individuals and the community as a whole to see the truth.‖188 
As already mentioned, the reason for the church to provide such guidelines necessary for 
human beings to become whole relates to the fact that no human being fully possesses the 
truth. As such, human beings need the help of the community like the church to know 
ever more fully the ―reciprocity of consciences that leads to greater insights into moral 
truth.‖189  
How is truth to be discovered? One way is through open dialogue. This kind of 
dialogue will help the church to discover truth wherever it may be found. All human 
beings, as a community of truth seekers, must help one another to discover truth. This is 
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why the church is an important component as a part of society searching for truth. As a 
Christian community, which believes that all persons are created in the image and 
likeness of God, the church must collaborate with other communities outside the ecclesial 
community in the search for the truth. But that search cannot bear much fruit without 
conscience playing its role as both the center of the person as well as the freedom to 
search out and act on truth.
190
 As already alluded to, one‘s conscience maintains its 
dignity only when one sincerely seeks the truth. The truth in this case of study is that 
which enhances justice and peace for all Kenyans.  
3.3.1 Pope Francis Model of Conscience 
 
In Amoris Laetitia, Pope Francis urges that a well-formed conscience can enhance 
a healthy relationship between and among the peoples and the same can help integrate 
questions of justice in debates on the environment.
191
 For Pope Francis, objectivity is 
found in the conscience and that includes even the conscience of atheists. In a letter 
published in the Italian Newspaper La Repubblica on July 7, 2013, Pope Francis 
responded to an atheist who asked the Pope about the church‘s attitude to nonbelievers.192 
Pope Francis responded by noting that ―the issue for the unbeliever lies in obeying his or 
her conscience. There is sin, even for those who have no faith, when conscience is not 
followed.‖193  Abiding by conscience basically means making up one‘s mind about what 
is good and evil. One may wonder if this is not an endorsement of relativism. Pope 
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Francis rejects relativism and affirms objective truth that recognizes plural and partial 
truths which must be discerned by conscience informed by both internal and external 
objective norms.
194
  
 For Pope Francis, faith and truth go together. In his first encyclical Lumen Fidei 
(―The Light of Faith‖), the Pope stressed that in our contemporary culture: 
We are willing to allow for subjective truths of the individual, which consist in 
fidelity to his or her deepest convictions, yet these are truths valid only for that 
individual and not capable of being proposed to others in an effort to serve the 
common good. But Truth itself, the truth which would comprehensively explain 
our life as individuals and in society, is regarded with suspicion. Surely this kind 
of truth – we hear it said – is what was claimed by the great totalitarian 
movements of the last century, a truth that imposed its own world view in order to 
crush the actual lives of individuals. In the end, what we are left with is 
relativism, in which the question of universal truth – and ultimately this means the 
question of God – is no longer relevant.195 
 
The truth is, therefore, a conviction that serves the common good – concrete aspects of 
justice, peace, dignity, and equity. This implies that the truth must never be confused with 
the freedom to act as one thinks best. Part of the reason some Kenyans continue to 
experience marginalization, exclusion, injustice, and violence perpetrated by 
manipulation of ethnicity is majorly because of people or ethnic groups which choose 
truths valid only for them. Such notions of truth are a threat to the common good. 
Subscribing to ideas that may threaten or crush the actual lives of others will be 
propagating the kind of relativism Pope Francis is fighting against.
196
 Pope Francis 
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suggests that for Christians to avoid a relativistic approach to life, they must allow their 
stances to be always informed by scripture, tradition, reason, and experience.  
 Pope Francis proposes the need to exercise discernment as a means to engage 
one‘s conscience in decision making and becoming sensitive towards the needs of others, 
especially the poor. In Evangelii Gaudium, he observes: 
Whenever our interior life becomes caught up in its own interests and concerns, 
there is no longer room for others, no place for the poor. God‘s voice is no longer 
heard, the quiet joy of his love is no longer felt, and the desire to do good fades. 
This is a very real danger for believers too. Many fall prey to it, and end up 
resentful, angry and listless. That is no way to live a dignified and fulfilled life; it 
is not God‘s will for us, nor is it the life in the Spirit which has its source in the 
heart of the risen Christ.
197
 
 
 
 
In suchlike situations where the role of the civil government in service of the common 
good is severely challenged, Pope Francis wants a church that can stand as the light and 
salt of the earth. He calls for vigilance on the part of the church to ensure that the needs 
of the poor are not neglected. His invitation does not only apply to spiritual and physical 
needs but also to the formation of conscience based on gospel values and truth informed 
by faith and reason. As the conscience of the society, the Church must offer people a 
consistent ethic of life that can enrich every stage of life. For instance, when it comes to 
electing leaders, people need to be helped to realize how to transcend voting for people 
based on ethnic lines, a party, a preference, popular opinion or political polity. They need 
to be guided to develop a reasonable moral imagination necessary to judge the authentic 
values of the candidates, their ability to actually deliver what they promise, their 
commitment to their promises, and their commitment to the common good.  Formation, 
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therefore, becomes critical in expanding people‘s moral imagination to realize the right 
and duties of conscience.  
3.4 The Justification of Conscience: An African Perspective 
 
African intellectuals and theologians acknowledge the positive relationship 
between Christian faith and politics or social welfare. Some of them associate the cause 
of the many sociopolitical problems experienced in several African countries to a 
breakdown of moral systems. In this regard, Richard Rwiza argues that ―the dichotomy 
between the formation of conscience and the actual life experienced by a considerable 
number of Christians in Africa today is a crucial moral and pastoral challenge.‖198 Rwiza 
acknowledges that the state of conscience in Africa today ―indicates the necessity and 
urgency of working towards the formation of Christian conscience not only in what we 
generally refer to as the African city but also in rural areas of Africa.‖199 Part of the 
reason scholars like Rwiza and others think Africans need formation of conscience is to 
enable them to cope with the ―rapid changes taking place in African society today, the 
introduction and experimentation with new forms of political, economic and social life, 
many people are confused and uncertain, looking for authoritarian instruction and 
guidance.‖200 According to Clement Majawa, people in African countries such as Kenya 
are in dire need of ―good values and integrity to ensure adherence to democratic 
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principles.‖201 Majawa sees the church, as a divine catalyst, capable of forming 
consciences of the people to take part in good politics and public life for the highest 
common good. He sees the church as obligated by its religious and prophetic mission to 
become the conscience, light, guide and energy that can consolidate the human 
community according to the divine principles promoted by the Church‘s social 
doctrine.
202
  
 Laurenti Magesa and Bènèzet Bujo, both leading African moral theologians, 
observe the importance of conscience formation. Magesa argues that unless Christians 
participate productively in righteous politics and evangelize the African continent, the 
church may ultimately become a passive and irrelevant entity.
203
 For Magesa, this means 
that the church must engage in building a Christian community that does not allow 
politicians to take advantage of the dormant and political naïve context. The church must 
ensure that politicians do not make dangerous political decisions that could harm the 
church and society. On the question of whether African morality is merely concerned 
with physical and external acts, Bujo adds that an African person has a deeply embodied 
moral consciousness.
204
 As in other traditions such as Christianity, argues Bujo, Africans 
recognize the place of conscience and so the reason ―taboos are an important step in the 
formation of the moral conscience. Their function is to lead people to the formation and 
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interiorization of ethical norms.‖205 Interiorization of ethical norms is important because 
whereas African morality is communitarian, it gives space to individual interiority and 
interiorization of communitarian norms and values. This communitarian dimension stems 
from the fact that African societies put more stress on the group than on the individuals. 
Relationship, argues Elochukwu Uzukwu, ―is not simply a way in which the subject may 
realize itself. It is the essential element of ―personhood.‖ The quality of a person is 
dependent on the intensity of maintaining these relationships.‖206  When it comes to 
decision making, an individual cannot make a decision without listening to each other.
207
 
The communitarian ethos invites individuals to listen to each other for purposes of 
showing concern for wellbeing of one another in order to advance the common good.
208
   
In other words, in African ethics, the ―conscience‖ of the community puts more stress on 
the communion of persons.
209
 However, while a collective conscience may serve as a 
refinement of the personal conscience, there is a danger of conformity for the sake of 
doing what the community requires. In effect, this danger may occur, especially when the 
whole community or ethnic group has an erroneous conscience. 
The advantage, though, about African communitarian ethics is that it can enhance 
life by promoting the life of all people in the community. But the weakness of this ethics 
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results from the fact that it is often limited to the known other. In other words, the idea of 
the person and relatedness is only limited to blood ties or among people belonging to the 
same ethnic community. People belonging to other ethnic communities or tribes or even 
other nationalities may not be treated like those within one‘s ethnic community. The 
mutual relationship existing between people of the same community may vary when it 
comes to people from other communities. This is evidenced by the fact that each 
community has its own religious codifications, practices, and taboos. As such, the idea of 
the human person, relatedness, and ethnicized consciences needs to be given a boost to 
take it beyond mere blood ties to a universal vision. As we shall discuss later in this 
study, this boost can be given through formation of conscience as a pastoral strategy to 
expand human imagination needed to ensure peace and justice for all.  
 Formation of conscience is significant in developing a moral life that necessitates 
promotion of the common good and fullness of life across ethnic lines. Actions informed 
by conscience can help people to avoid acting for the sake of fulfilling narrow ethnicized 
communitarian ethics meant to ensure the survival of a particular ethnic group. In 
response to such a narrow moral imagination, this study proposes the formation of the 
total person in both spiritual and physical dimensions since both of them are 
indispensable as people grow in life. In places like Kenya, people whose conscience has 
been corrupted by the ethnic consciences, which are less concerned about the welfare of 
others, need to be empowered to be able to weigh up different courses of action, and see 
which accord or do not accord with the eternal law of God placed in their hearts. Making 
such conscientious decisions would build a humane society. Kenyans would greatly 
benefit from such an approach if applied to all issues including sociopolitical ones 
74 
 
currently clouded by ethnicized perspectives threatening national peace and security. As 
emphasized in this study, what humanity needs today in order to make responsible 
choices in a complex contemporary society is an inner illumination or insight. 
Empowering people to resist exclusive approaches to what is good means forming them 
to understand and commit to life as a moral good and respect the responsibility to protect 
and enhance its quality. For Kenyans, committing to such a life implies always 
examining ethnicized consciences in light of a broad range of values and virtues that are 
present in various traditions including the Christian tradition.  
3.5 Conclusion  
 
Conscience is the principle means of guiding decision making and human action. 
A well-formed conscience guides people‘s decisions and ensures that they are not made 
based on immature and corrupted conscience. As a judgment of reason, conscience helps 
individuals and groups of people to recognize the moral quality of a concrete act. As a 
result, formation of conscience becomes critical in expanding people‘s moral imagination 
to realize the right and duties of conscience. The building, therefore, of a reasonable and 
collective sociopolitical conscience in ethnically divided societies like Kenya should 
involve formation of conscience. That process is essential in developing a moral life that 
necessitates promotion of the common good and fullness of life across ethnic lines. As 
we shall examine in the following chapter, the church is imbued with ―facilities and 
methodologies that, if used well, can have a great impact on the conscience of men and 
women in society.‖210 One such way of using such facilities and methodologies, as 
discussed in the next chapter, is through a liberative ecclesiological approach founded on 
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the formation of conscience. This study suggests that this ecclesiology can empower the 
Kenyan people to develop a collective consciousness needed to replace the current 
narrow ethnicized conscience focused on ensuring the survival of an individual or a 
particular ethnic group.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
TOWARDS A LIBERATIVE ECCLESIOLOGY FOR PEACE AND 
JUSTICE IN KENYA 
 
―The nature of religion imbues it with facilities and methodologies that, if used well, 
can have a great impact on the conscience of men and women in society and 
transform them to be peacemakers in their everyday life. This is the only way in 
which peacemaking can become a way of life.‖211 
 
So far we have considered how the problem of tribalism, negative ethnicity, 
injustice, and violence in Kenya has contributed to deformation of conscience.  We have 
also discussed how formation of conscience can help to renew moral imagination and 
reawaken the moral endowment inherent in every human being. In order to appreciate 
this capacity of conscience formation more deeply, this chapter will present a new 
ecclesiology that can impact on the conscience of men and women to be peacemakers. 
The proposed liberative ecclesiological approach based on the formation of conscience 
integrates both the top-down and bottom-up approaches to social change.  But in order to 
benefit from the potential of that ecclesiology, the Kenyan church must transcend the 
current top-down approach focused on issuance of ecclesiastical pronouncements, 
declarations, and press statements. The characteristics of this ecclesiology, as discussed 
below, include expanding moral imagination through telling and sharing stories and 
myths, and historicizing the formation of conscience in the Small Christian Communities 
(SCCs) through educational and formational programs. 
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4.1 A Liberative Ecclesiology: An Integrated Top-Down and Bottom-Up 
Approach 
 
In this study, the purpose for exploring a liberative ecclesiology is to understand 
the church in view of setting forth the kind of mission, ministry and the role of the church 
needed in a place like Kenya. By using the two concepts of liberation and ecclesiology, 
this study seeks to demonstrate that Kenyans want a kind of Church that can ―illuminate 
the living relationship between revelation and history.‖212 In other words, the kind of 
church, which can expand people‘s freedoms and social imaginations to liberate 
themselves from sociopolitical and economic problems.  
A liberative ecclesiology can foster such social agents because of its unique and 
multifaceted approach; an integrated top-down and bottom-up approach to issues of 
social justice. The point in this discussion is that the demarcation line between the top-
down and the bottom-up approach must be guardedly maintained. This is because these 
two approaches to social justice are mutually complementary and reinforce one another. 
In light of the Kenyan situation, the bottom-up approach complements the old top-down 
pastoral strategy to social justice. Bottom-up approach is best placed to build a collective 
conscience needed by Kenyans to transcend negative ethnicity and intertribal clashes or 
conflicts. But the use of the top-down approach manifested by ecclesiastical 
pronouncements, though effective especially in a society that is already socio-politically 
stable, is unrealistic and ineffective particularly in situations which are highly stratified 
ethnically, socially, economically, and politically. The bottom-up approach resonates 
with the synodal structure of the Church. This upside down pyramid of the church 
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involves giving priority to the voice of the laity. This means ensuring that all the church 
councils and consultative bodies remain connected to the grassroots for purposes of being 
able to listen to the faithful. The second level of this pyramid involves the church 
leadership including priests and religious men and women listening to each other. The 
last level of this pyramid should be listening to the Pope, the supreme pontiff. This is to 
ensure that the body of Christ acts only with and under the Pope.  
4.1.1 A Time for a Bottom-Up Approach to Social Justice in Kenya 
 
A Bottom-up approach focuses on changing individual attitudes and behaviors. 
This approach is founded on the assumption that re-establishing order and harmony in 
society requires a renewal of a human or Christian spirit or virtuous life. This approach is 
fitting to religious institutions because it can enhance the church‘s role in moral 
renovation, service in teaching the precepts of the Gospel and in seeking to bind class to 
class in friendliness and good understanding. It can be used to strengthen people‘s 
interior courage and moral capacity to face the status quo when necessary. As we shall 
soon discuss in more detail, strengthening interior courage and moral capacity means 
expanding an individual‘s moral imagination. This moral imagination is necessary to help 
individuals focus not only on the eradication of structural injustice, but also on their 
personal conversion and true repentance through promotion and practice of social change.    
How a liberative ecclesiology can help foster integration of individual behavior 
and structural changes in theory but also in practice is our concern in this chapter. One 
such method is promoting a simultaneous top-down and bottom-up approach to justice 
and peace by helping the church to exercise its public role by not just giving ―public 
pronouncements‖ but by participating ―in the formation of the public conscience that 
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effects social practice.‖213 This two-way approach can be reflected in the way in which 
both the public or religious leaders and the masses mutually engage actively in 
transforming society. One such way is if the church ensures that its social teachings are 
removed from the high levels of doctrinal pronouncements and are used as resources to 
shape individual and group conscience. When the people‘s conscience is well-formed, 
they would be able to challenge an ethic that seeks to exploit, marginalize, discriminate 
on the basis of tribe, oppress, and dehumanize the least. In order to correct that 
questionable ethic, a liberative ecclesiological approach should carry out the formation of 
conscience of the public, and where necessary, to influence the formation of public 
policy. Focusing only on preaching about God‘s righteousness is not enough to prepare 
the foundation for social transformation.
214
 Thus social transformation requires that faith 
be translated into action. The same view – essentially an echo of Tarimo – is expressed in 
William Bausch, when it is contended that ―a faith that does not relate to action is 
bankrupt and plays into the hands of the oppressors.‖215 
Kenya needs a faith translatable into action. Such a faith is important in 
mobilizing a collective response to many social problems affecting the people. The task 
of a liberative ecclesiology is, therefore, that of empowering Kenyans to be critical of re-
introduction of the old ―big-man‖ culture of African politics. This kind of leadership 
fitted traditional African political organization comprised of chiefs, kings and queens 
who controlled small territories and were accountable to traditional mechanisms for 
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checking power. Forming Kenyans to reexamine their loyalty to ethnic chiefs purporting 
to be national leaders is important if Kenya is to make the kind of progress needed by all 
Kenyans. Such a critical political learning is needed to help Kenyans embrace bold 
political holiness capable of building ―a community that transcends national and ethnic 
boundaries, to be a paradigm for society, and to serve the community.‖216 
An integrated approach used by a liberative ecclesiology appreciates the fact that 
each social group has its own particular role to play in order to keep society functioning 
smoothly. A true societal transformation cannot happen without participation of various 
kinds of capacities and the playing of many parts. It is a political game that allows each 
individual in society to choose the part which peculiarly suits his or her case. The power 
of such an approach was witnessed in Latin America where Catholic Bishops and 
theologians viewed social change in more broad-based and participatory terms, with the 
poor emerging as the central agents of social change.
217
 The strengths of this broad-based 
and participatory approach lie in the fact that it empowers the poor to participate in the 
construction of a new society. It places the poor and the marginalized as the central 
architects of their own liberation. In the same manner, a liberative ecclesiology can create 
the capacity and space for each member in the Kenyan society to be a central architect of 
his or her own liberation. While seeking to empower the poor, it can ensure that elites, 
political leaders, religious leaders, and those with more education, are not excused from 
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their responsibility to assume the struggle of the poor as well as fomenting structural 
change in society.  
4.2 Expanding Moral Imagination as the Basis of Peace and Justice in Kenya 
 
Moral imagination is a human ability to imagine how the ideal can be realized. 
That power is embedded in all human beings. It is a key distinctive feature differentiating 
man from an ape. In more recent times, this idea of moral imagination has been used to 
refer to the capacity for envisioning a new mode of existence in the midst of serious 
social problems. For example, while talking about the work of peace-building during his 
Nobel Lecture in 2009, Barack Obama observed that ―I do not believe that we will have 
the will, the determination, the staying power, to complete this work without something 
more – and that‘s the continued expansion of our moral imagination.‖218 Another ardent 
believer of the same power of moral imagination is John Paul Lederach, a renowned 
scholar considered internationally as a peacemaking guru. Lederach defines moral 
imagination as a creative and artistic act with ―the capacity to imagine something rooted 
in the challenges of the real world yet capable of giving birth to that which does not yet 
exist.‖219 What ―does not yet exist‖, especially in the Kenyan context, is a collective and 
inclusive consciousness. Achieving such a consciousness, implies that the church and her 
partners work towards expanding people‘s moral imaginations to go beyond the 
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traditional parameters of the existing cultural norms entrenching ethnic consciousness so 
as to imagine other possible responses to others‘ rights in need of respect and recognition.  
Inability to imagine other possibilities necessary to transcend narrow consciences 
may lead to violence and conflicts in society. Tarimo Aquiline attributes some African‘s 
inability to imagine other possibilities and deterioration of moral imagination to ―the 
breakdown of value systems.‖220 He argues that reconstruction of society experiencing 
deterioration of value systems must be supported by values communicated through 
various institutions committed to the construction of communities.
221
 Part of the value 
systems that used to mold, to form, to raise up persons in all aspects of include the 
ipvunda process among the Chagga in Tanzania.
222
 This process and many other across 
the continent used to provide education for life, which helped to mold the interior of the 
person for them to acquire positive human dispositions and education for living. The 
ipvunda process goes on throughout one‘s life in various forms, which include everyday 
interaction, teachable moments, and through specific rites.  For Lederach, we can 
transcend such kinds of situations or consciences by forging ―the capacity to generate, 
mobilize, and build the moral imagination.‖223 Lederach argues that the moral 
imagination enables us ―to imagine ourselves in a web of relationships that includes our 
enemies; the ability to sustain a paradoxical curiosity that embraces complexity without 
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reliance on dualistic polarity.‖224 The capacity to imagine the presence and value of other 
human beings in society relates to the moral imagination‘s quality of transcendence. That 
quality of transcendence should bring about possibilities that are unimaginable in the 
current ethnically divided Kenya.  
4.2.1 Expanding Moral Imagination through Stories 
 
With time, the story and philosophy of ―divide in order to rule‖ was inculturated 
into a philosophy of ―ethnic eating‖. As remarked by Koigi Wa Wamwere, in a country 
such as Kenya where millions are starving, you do not hear leaders asking themselves, 
―with what shall we feed all our people?‖ Instead, you hear ethnic leaders saying, ―The 
national cow is ours to eat alone.‖225 In light of this historical consciousness, one must 
examine the kind of existing stories continuing to construct and inspire African people. 
With regard to the Kenyan situation, one may wonder, upon which story is Kenya and the 
construction of Kenya imagined and imaged? Laurenti Magesa, asks, while referring to 
the construction of Africa as a whole: ―Are they stories of identity, transformation and 
integration, or are they ones of imitation, greed, and factionalism?‖ 226  
What is being manifested by the problem of negative ethnicity in Kenya is the 
symptom of a country‘s structure and institutions founded on stories of factionalism and 
division. For Emmanuel Katongole, a Ugandan ethicist, a counter-story concerning ―who 
we are, and who we are capable of becoming, depends very much on the stories we tell, 
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the stories we listen to, and the stories we live.‖227 Katongole suggests that for contexts 
such as Africa, stories qualify as perfect transformative strategies for expanding people‘s 
moral and social imagination because ―they not only shape our values, aims, and goals; 
they define the range of what is desirable and what is possible.‖228 As he emphasizes, 
―Stories, therefore, are not simply fictional narratives meant for our entertainment.‖229 In 
essence, stories, especially in Africa, are used to communicate and reach the hidden 
reality.  
Since time immemorial, stories in African cultures have been, and continue to be, 
means of teaching morals and values of the society, especially to children.
230
 Mark 
Francisco Bozzuti-Jones avers accordingly that ―Africans use stories to tell about the 
ancestors, guide morality, teach about the gods, and keep the whole African society open 
to the spirits; they use stories to welcome new possibilities and to be on guard against the 
evils of life.‖231 Stories, argues Katongole, ―are part of our social ecology. They are 
embedded in us and form the very heart of our cultural, economic, religious, and political 
worlds.‖232 These stories, which can be in the form of parables, proverbs, idioms, or 
metaphors, are often told by grandparents. Traditional African societies relied on this 
power of storytelling to educate and regulate life in the villages.  
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In contemporary Africa, however, some of these means of teaching, instructing, 
and eliciting proper conduct have been eroded by modernity and the breakdown of value 
systems. Rwiza observed that due to modernity, ―the norms and values which 
traditionally used to safeguard the African family are no longer effective in the culture of 
modernity in which the focus has radically changed from the communitarian sphere of 
marriage to a more nuclear family of husband, wife and their children.‖233 As a result, 
some African traditional values that enhance the quality of life for all have been subjected 
to a remarkable transformation and in some situations have even been washed away.  
Yet, it is undoubtedly true that stories are essential in imagining a new story and a 
new future. In the practical case of Kenya, the new story that can construct and inspire 
Kenya needs to focus on enhancing the fullness of life of every individual in society. This 
is the kind of a story that can expand the moral imagination of Kenyans.  Stories are 
effective in this process because they are capable of penetrating into the heart and 
conscience of the people. Their educative power can infuse people with the moral sense 
to overcome evil through self-transformation. If incorporated as strategies of forming 
consciences, stories can enhance social relationships with substantive values of social 
interaction. They can shape social relationships because they can speak and penetrate the 
domain of the internal world, the perceptions and the inner understandings. That is how 
they are influential in constructing the story of fullness of life through empowering the 
mind with the capacity to interpret human relationships. From a liberative ecclesiology, 
telling stories as a means of participating in the process of overcoming factionalism, 
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negative ethnicity, and violence can refocus Christian social ethics in fostering the kind 
of social agents capable of envisioning and creating a just and peaceful Kenya.  
To attend to the task of building a new Kenya, the focus of social ethics must be 
in developing the inner workings of a nation, myths and visions, and imagining new 
experiments in social life. Much has been done by the church and the civil society in the 
area of proposing technical strategies and best practices on how to fix broken institutions. 
 Now is the time to tell the story which reflects the new Kenya and helps the 
people to become the story itself. This story is not meant for experts, those perceived to 
be the only social agents, and professionals, but for ―storytellers who are able to offer 
people better stories than the ones they live by.‖234 Part of the problem Kenya is facing is 
caused by stories created by other people for their own selfish interests. Kenya needs a 
story that reflects its African identity and reality. Within the church, these stories must 
reflect the same elements and the Christian principle of love. The entire Bible is a 
collection of stories. These biblical stories should be expounded within the existential 
realities. For example, they can be Africanized by giving them African faces to bring 
them closer home. With the help of such stories and those borrowed from the African 
tradition, the church can engage the Kenyan community to rediscover the flaws in its 
founding story and then forge a sociopolitical framework on which to construct a new 
Kenyan community. Only then can the church challenge some Kenyans retrogressive 
imaginations shaped by ethnic consciences. A liberative ecclesiology should therefore 
help to create an alternative imagination by creating and telling stories of ―epic 
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dimensions, stories that invite their hearers to participate and become part of the drama 
that extends beyond one‘s small world.‖ 235  
An alternative story will broaden people‘s ―small worlds‖ to imagine and draw 
them into adventures beyond their ethnic communities, ethnicized politics, and political 
parties. But these stories must be about the common good. Only such stories can mediate 
transcendence and so offer hope and purpose for one‘s life.236 In this whole project of 
telling an alternative story, the church is called to be the community and space through 
which a compelling story – a story about the why and what – is told. The church must 
channel such a story in a bid to nurture an inquisitive capacity that explores and interacts 
constructively with the complexity of the relationships and realities that face humanity in 
any sociopolitical setting.
237
 It is in fact through this mode of formation ―that the church 
in Africa is able to provide a compelling counter-narrative and interruption to the forms 
of modernity that readily sacrifice Africa.‖238 That is the way in which the church can 
reinvent itself as a concrete social imagination. The church, as a story itself shaped by the 
story of God revealed in Scripture, should provide Kenyans with a way to interpret and 
engage negative ethnicity and ethnicized politics.  
Stories and myths can be used to build intuition of the church from below. The 
possibility to nurture and build such a church, as observed in previous chapters, emerge 
from the view that moral imagination lies within us as a dormant seed of potential. As 
such, the church can exploit such potential by providing the space and structure upon 
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which this seed can be nurtured. A liberative ecclesiology can do so by searching, telling, 
and using stories capable of freeing the ethnicized conscience of some Kenyans 
responsible for perpetuating injustice and violence. This task is possible if the church 
avoids focusing only on making public and ecclesiastical pronouncements but invests in 
programs that can enable people to listen to the inner voice, recognizing and exploring a 
variety of ways of knowing, interpreting, and touching reality. Some of the existing 
structures that can be used by both the laity and the church hierarchy through collective 
efforts to tell stories include catechism to children, religious education in schools, parish 
Catholic Justice and Peace Commissions, and other educational programs for men and 
women. If well re-thought and re-imagined, storytelling can expand people‘s moral 
capacity to spark turning points and transcendence in settings of ethnic divisions. SCCs, 
as elaborated in the following section, can be very instrumental in realizing this 
transformative agenda. 
4.3 SCCs as the Locus for a Liberative Ecclesiology 
 
As we look at the experience of the early Church, what comes out is how the 
household church initiated by the disciples of Jesus, gave rise to the household (small or 
neighborhood) church that provided the basic structure of early Christian communities.
239
 
This model of Church continued until the fourth century when Christians under 
Constantine gained freedom of worship. In contemporary society, these SCCs continue to 
grow and spread in different cultural settings. SCCs have shown their unique 
ecclesiological reality based on a particular type of SCC bearing a special pastoral 
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significance recognized in Latin American, Asian and African parish churches as a new 
way of being Church.
240
  
4.3.1 A Brief Historical Development of the SCCs 
 
The development of these SCCs can be traced back to Brazil in the 1950s, where 
they emerged basically as a result of pastoral needs. At first, they were not gatherings 
necessarily for the celebration of the sacraments, rather Christians gathered on their own 
without a priest or deacon to pray, read and share the Bible together as a small 
community of believers.
241
 Christians reflected on the Bible through the lens of their 
daily life experiences. The Bible was used to enlighten and guide the best faith-based 
response to human life. By the end of 1980, basic ecclesial communities had spread 
through much of Latin America. The emergence of basic ecclesial communities in the 
Latin American church happened in the period preceding Vatican II. The key push factor 
was the pastoral concern for a church, which is accessible and closer to the people of 
God. But while this was going on in Latin America, the church in African was engaged in 
similar, yet unique, ways of making ―the Church more ―African‖ and close to the 
people.‖242 Evidence of this pastoral need and plan to concretize the church first appeared 
in 1961, when the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) Bishops‘ Conference approved 
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a pastoral plan to promote ―Living Base Communities‖ (which came to be known as 
Small Christian Communities).‖243  
African bishops saw SCCs as pastorally instrumental for the formation of a 
genuine African church that would nonetheless maintain harmony with the Church‘s true 
and authentic spirit. Some African Episcopal Conferences most notably the Association 
of Member Episcopal Conferences of Eastern Africa (AMECEA), encouraged and 
supported the formation of SCCs as the most effective pastoral means to localize and 
incarnate the Church.
244
 Members of SCCs would gather at their parishes for the Sunday 
Eucharist and then attend weekly meetings in homes or villages to study the Gospel and 
to pray together. According to the post-synodal apostolic exhortation, Ecclesia in Africa, 
the African Synod of Bishops affirmed the irreplaceable role of vital Christian 
communities such as SCCs in realizing the church as the family of God. The Synod 
Fathers ―recognized that the Church as Family cannot reach her full potential as Church 
unless she is divided into communities small enough to foster human relationships.‖245 
The African Synod of Bishops envisioned SCCs defined by engagement in: 
[E]vangelizing themselves, so that they can bring the Good News to others; they 
should moreover be communities which pray and listen to God‘s Word, 
encourage the members themselves to take on responsibility, learn to live an 
ecclesial life, and reflect on different human problems in the light of the Gospel. 
Above all, these communities are to be committed to living Christ‘s love for 
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everybody, a love which transcends the limits of the natural solidarity of clans, 
tribes or other interest groups.
246
 
This image of the church-as-family of God resonated perfectly well with African culture, 
especially the notion of familyhood founded on values such as care for others, 
relationship, community, communion, and trust. It equally resonated with the heritage of 
Scripture and Tradition presented in the Dogmatic Constitution Lumen Gentium. 
Concerning the challenge of peace, polarizing politics and negative ethnicity threatening 
peace in parts of the African continent, the African Synod of Bishops recommended this 
model as the best ―to encourage reconciliation and true communion between different 
groups, favouring the particular Churches, without ethnic considerations.‖247  
Some African theologians have continued to explore the riches of this model of 
the church-as-family of God. For Bénézet Bujo, the source of this basic ecclesiology is 
the ―Negro-African sense of the large family which includes even cousins, distant cousins 
and can go as far as to integrate friends and acquaintances; yes even the dead are part of 
it.‖248 Bujo places the essence of this model to the African sense of community and 
solidarity. The same communitarian ethic and spirit has been attributed to the emergence 
of social dimensions behind the development of the 1950s African socialism such as 
Ujamaa in Tanzania, Humanism in Zambia, negritude in Senegal, and consciencism in 
Ghana.
249
 Embedded in these philosophies and ideologies are communitarian elements 
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now defining the African model of Church-as-Family of God. Even Leopold Senghor 
located the genesis of these communitarian elements and family sense not within the 
―household but the sum of all persons, living and dead, who acknowledge a common 
ancestor.‖250  
4.3.2 SCCs as the Locus for Promoting Peace and Justice in Kenya 
 
SCCs, therefore, provide a social network where creative, real and liberative 
stories can be told and shared. Even though limited since they are existent only in the 
Catholic Church, SCCs offer opportunities and foundations for social change. As a 
domestic community of faith in the society, SCCs offer forums where the church can 
inspire a social consciousness necessary to establish ―authentic justice and the condition 
for a durable peace.‖251 Building this consciousness and moral imagination is possible 
through formation for the change of hearts and minds to embrace and promote peace, 
justice and reconciliation. The possibility for SCCs to spark moral imagination and so be 
agents of social change in Africa was acknowledged by the 2009 African Synod. The 
synod noted the ability of SCCs to build peace in each member of the ―Body of Christ‖ 
within a particular Christian community. In Instrumentum Laboris of the 2009 Second 
African Synod, the bishops affirmed the potential of SCCs to take up initiatives for 
reconciliation within the Christian communities wounded and heartbroken by conflicts.  
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By using the model of family, the document presents the church as a place where 
lay animators can offer servant-leadership that can assist members of the SCCs to grow in 
their faith and so get involved in initiatives for reconciliation and building a much more 
just and peaceful society.
252
 The African Synod of Bishops noted how a new and 
profound evangelization is capable of building a human family bonded by the love of 
Jesus Christ. Part of the reason this document of Instrumentum Laboris is emphatic on 
using SCCs to promote peace and justice is really because even by mid 1990s, SCCs 
were still focused on devotional and sacramental life. The stress on such life rendered it 
less transformative. Yet, there are few examples, as demonstrated at the end of this 
chapter, which show how SCCs have not only provided leadership in times of crisis but 
have also proved to be effective agents of peace and justice in unstable sociopolitical 
situations.  
SCCs are an ideal starting point in creating a peace-loving human family in 
Kenya. In this vein, John Dear argues that ―nonviolence thrives in the soil of community 
as we come together to pray, study and reflect so that we can live and practice 
nonviolence in the world of violence.‖253 By coming together as a collective bound by the 
Gospel values, the SCC expresses Christ ministering in and through a small community 
with a potential of radiating the peace, unity and love of Christ to the world.
254
 Regular 
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meetings and praying together build a community conscious of human dignity. Meeting 
to share daily life struggles and hurts provides members of the community a sense of 
accompaniment in their suffering. For countries like Kenya, a liberative ecclesiology can 
help SCCs to provide social capital and accompaniment ―in a field hospital after battle‖, 
to use Pope Francis words. As ―a field hospital‖ in itself, the SCC should be the first, in 
Pope Francis words, ―to reach out to needy families, broken homes, to the homeless, and 
to the marginalized and those on the periphery of society.‖255 Pope Francis alludes further 
to this type of a liberative ecclesiology when he said ―the thing the Church needs most 
today is the ability to heal wounds and to warm the hearts of the faithful‖ by 
accompanying those at the margins of society.
256
   
A liberative ecclesiology can enhance an awareness to help SCCs to see the 
mission to promote peace, justice, and reconciliation as God-given. Many Christians 
continue to perceive the mission of promoting peace, justice, and reconciliation as a 
responsibility of the bishops and priests. To some extent, the church bears responsibility 
for making people, especially the poor who are suffering, to perceive that the work of 
fighting against injustice is the duty of those in the church hierarchy. For these kinds of 
situations, a liberative ecclesiology can help the poor by emphasizing their duty and 
mobilizing them to work for justice and to change unjust structures. Therefore, a 
liberative ecclesiology should help the poor, the ―crucified people,‖ participate 
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collectively in social justice.
257
 Involving the ―crucified people‖ – the poor, ―the have-
nots‖ and the destitute – bearing the brunt of marginalization, ethnicized politics and 
negative ethnicity will enable them recognize their potential to transform society. Like 
―the haves‖, ―the have-nots‖ also embody genuinely humanizing values, which present an 
invitation to renounce the dehumanizing distortions of an unjust world. As such, it is 
illogical to subject them to a state of waiting ―in the hope of hearing words of 
deliverance‖ from bishops and priests.258  
Thus, although church leaders, such as bishops and priests, have a duty, as a 
modern day St. Athanasius, St. Ambrose, and St. John Chrysostom, to speak against 
injustice, their initiatives should always involve the whole Church. In other words, the 
whole Christian community should be involved in the formulation and implementation of 
pastoral letters and other ecclesiastical pronouncements. This calls the church in Africa to 
change its old and exclusive pastoral strategies as Elias Omondi Opongo argues. Opongo 
urges that the new trend of conflict and social injustices in Africa demands that the 
church takes a more proactive approach to addressing the challenges the continent 
faces.
259
 He observes that the current pastoral strategy that aims to raise awareness of 
specific issues of social concern, calling on the people to act in response to the message 
of the pastoral letters, dissemination of the pastoral letters, and engagement with 
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governments, is ineffective.
260
 His suggestion is that a pastoral strategy that integrates 
social science methods and includes the people of God in discourses related to social 
change is necessary.     
For Kenya, a liberative ecclesiology should promote a pastoral strategy needed to 
nurture a peace-loving generation through building a culture of peace, justice, and 
reconciliation. This strategy should use a distinctively African model of SCCs, which is 
scattered like African villages across the country. It ought to be an all-inclusive church, 
where both the hierarchy and the laity collaborate in the mission to build the Kingdom of 
God. One way of building that kingdom is by developing a manual with alternative 
stories capable of expanding the people‘s moral imagination. These stories must give 
witness to the theology of embrace, which is rooted in the early Church which modeled 
the community-life of God because of its peace-loving martyrs.
261
  
As the locus of a liberative ecclesiology, the SCCs can foster a unified force, 
collaboration and peace building environment that could influence diverse members 
united by a common belief to break free from tribalism and walls of separation 
threatening peace and harmony in Kenya. If rooted in their shared faith, these 
communities have the potential to make peace and so fight against any form of injustice 
without resorting to violence.
262
 When conflicts and disputes arise, argues Joseph Healey, 
SCC members can ―use a palaver style of conversation, discussion and dialogue to 
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resolve the problems.‖263 This palaver style of conversation is unique because of its use 
of African symbols and signs and songs, stories, myths, role plays and skits.  
In the African setting and literature on ethics, palaver is used to refer to dialogue 
or conversation. During the conversation, members of the community would exercise an 
active voice in examining and determining the viability of particular issues. The aim of 
this conversation is to ―search for a community-forming word.‖264 According to Gabriel 
Mmassi, the ―word‖ is the concept that enjoys a prominent place in the African setting of 
palaver.
265
  Africans see the ―word‖ as something dynamic that has power to give life and 
so re-create community. Since this is what word can do, then there is an immense 
challenge to the Kenyan church in rediscovering this metaphor. Given the way in which 
the ethnicized conscience has emasculated the power of word by excluding or mistreating 
people from other ethnic groups, SCCs can re-create, reinvent or replace palavers by 
mirroring fairness, peace, justice and life-giving communication. By so doing, the church 
will be able to use the power of word, through life-giving stories and narratives imagined 
by the Christian community as a whole, to build peace loving communities.  
4.3.3 SCCs as Agents of Social Change: The Case of St. Joseph the Worker 
Parish 
 
When the 2007/8 post-election violence erupted, thousands of SCCs in urban and 
rural areas were affected. People who have been living together, praying as a community, 
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and sharing food now found themselves either fighting against their neighbors or running 
away from being targeted by their neighbors. However, some communities and people in 
places like Kangemi in Nairobi, argues Healey, rose above the crisis. Healey observes 
that: 
Some SCCs in Kenya became effective local tribunals to mediate tribal and ethnic 
conflicts. A three member mediation team was formed in St. Joseph the Worker 
Parish, Kangemi in Nairobi Archdiocese. First, a member of St. Augustine SCC 
visited all 28 SCCs in the parish during a three month period to learn where the 
conflicts existed. The team itself came from three different SCCs and was a mixed 
group consisting of two men and one woman – one Kamba, one Kikuyu and one 
Luyia. They visited the specific SCCs that had the conflicts to promote the 
healing of their ethnic tensions and promote reconciliation and peace. The team 
especially encouraged the SCC members to talk about their problems and 
feelings. Later members of five SCCs participated in a mass in the parish hall to 
offer thanksgiving for the reconciliation and peace that had taken place. Up until 
today peace and harmony continue among the SCC members.
266
 
 
These communities managed to rise above the crisis by refusing to be divided 
along ethnic lines. Christian communities mobilized their members to resist being pitted 
against one another over issues of tribes and ethnicized political parties. SCCs in St. 
Joseph the Worker parish used their meetings before and after violence to share their 
struggles, fears, feelings and how they can remain united as a Christian community. As a 
result, the parish formed the aforementioned team of three representing the Christian 
community. A few of the members of the SCCs that were affected received spiritual and 
material support. Members of the SCCs discussed together the evils of negative ethnicity 
and exclusiveness and how they could resolve their differences together. This example of 
unity and collective consciousness witnessed in Kangemi reflects the sense of being 
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church. Furthermore, there exist across the continent such inspiring and positive stories 
about SCCs which are undocumented. How these kinds of stories can be documented and 
used as mechanisms for formation of conscience is the concern of this ecclesiology.   
4.4 Strategies for a Liberative Ecclesiology  
 
 
How then can we enhance the formation of conscience given its significance in 
expanding individuals‘ moral imagination to free themselves from the chains of negative 
ethnicity of which Kenya is in dire need? How can a liberative ecclesiology form people 
to know how to discern constructive action and the common good? For Christians, this 
discernment must be guided by Gospel values. The People of God will be better able to 
apply a moral conscience to their citizenship responsibilities if they are adequately 
taught, formed and trained in the love of God.  The following are some strategies that a 
liberative ecclesiology will use to form and inform the conscience of the Kenyans, so that 
they may become more faithful witnesses to peace and justice. 
Integrating social justice into the SCCs weekly meetings and activities: The 
bottom-up approach of a liberative ecclesiology teaches SCCs to integrate devotional life 
with social activism. To neglect social activism in favor of sacramental and devotional 
life is ignoring the Christian prophetic duty. The SCCs weekly meetings need to be 
integrated with a deep social analysis of the social, political and economic issues 
affecting the community. The best presentation of the meaning and practice of social 
analysis is contained in the book by Joe Holland and Peter Henriot, Social Analysis: 
Linking Faith and Justice. Henriot and Holland observe that social analysis is ―simply an 
extension of the principle of discernment, moving from the personal realm to the social 
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realm.‖267 The social analysis offers individuals with abilities to obtain a more complete 
picture of a social situation by exploring its structural and historical relations. Through 
social analysis, members of SCCs will acquire the tools to create a better world or 
community for the glory of God. These tools will enable them to discern all the factors 
involved in a social problem so that right responses may be chosen.  Resources for this 
kind of formation include wisdom and stories from the Scripture, African tradition, 
Catholic Social Teachings, and the catechism. However, the success of this type of 
formation must take into account collaboration with different actors in society. 
Furthermore, it should insist on the conversion and expansion of human imagination as 
necessary conditions for the transformation of the world. Prayers and lectio divina (Latin 
for divine reading) should begin with prayer and end with a catechesis that leads to 
concrete action. 
The Role of the bishops and Priests: To ensure that SCCs engage in politics, the 
national Bishops‘ Conference should ensure the following: first, to help and accompany 
SCCs to go beyond strict-pastoral and spiritually-centered parish meetings to bold 
initiatives that are outward looking. In collaboration with the Kenya Conference of 
Catholic Bishops and the Catholic Peace and Justice Commissions (CPJC) in Kenya, 
leaders of SCCs and their pastors should help parishioners to use, as discussed above, 
social analysis; the ―See‖, ―Judge‖ and ―Act‖ process in their weekly gatherings. Second, 
the Conference of Bishops should engage all Christians in the formulation and 
implementation of pastoral letters. Thirdly, pastoral letters should be written in a 
language which is accessible to all in the society. Writing pastoral letters using 
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convoluted grammar that is inaccessible to the masses will automatically lock out crucial 
agents of peace. Pastoral letters and campaigns for peace and justice must reach the 
uneducated members of the SCCs bearing the brunt of injustice and political instability. 
Lastly, if necessary, bishops, priests, religious men and women, and the laity should 
actively participate in political affairs such as protesting and picketing. These 
recommendations are crucial in the process to expand the moral imagination of the 
Christian community, awakening their consciousness and ultimately become ―a sign of 
hope for those who live in hopelessness.‖268   
Educational and formational programs: In order to expand peoples‘ human 
imaginations, the church should design educational programs that can cultivate the kind 
of Christian citizenship which will help secure Christian values and ideals for the future. 
These values and ideals can be instilled through seminars and study groups organized for 
different groups of the parish or diocese. Catholic Women Associations, Catholic Men 
Associations and children‘s groups provide ready-made structures which can profitably 
make use of such seminars or workshops. These forums should be designed to enhance 
social cohesion at the grassroots level so that ethnic identities and cultural diversities can 
be appreciated. Pope Benedict XVI emphasized this kind of formation when he noted that 
for the lay people to effectively play their role in the church and in society, ―it is fitting 
that centers of biblical, liturgical and pastoral formation be organized in the dioceses.‖269 
He, however, added that in order for lay men and women with responsibility in the 
political, economic and social fields to be effective in transforming the world, they 
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should be ―equipped with a solid knowledge of the Church‘s social doctrine, which can 
provide them with principles for acting in conformity with the Gospel.‖270 As such, 
stories shaped by the Church‘s social doctrine can be used to express fundamental 
insights about life.   
Parental Formation of Conscience: Parents, guardians, teachers, politicians, 
Christians, members of SCCs and parish communities serve as stewards and designers of 
a just and peaceful society. In particular, parents and the significant others play a crucial 
role in the formation of conscience. This happens when children are formed to internalize 
their parent‘s expectations for them and when such expectations become embedded in the 
children‘s inner life. Formation is about guiding the child‘s initiatives and energies 
towards some sense of purpose and direction. For this reason, parental formation must be 
guided to ensure that children are also equipped with a solid knowledge of the church‘s 
social doctrine and a greater sense of the common good. Involving parents in this process 
of formation of conscience is important because parental formation tends to stay with us 
throughout our lifetime. Inculcating in the Kenyan‘s inner life the value of cultural 
diversity and inclusivity requires parents to emphasize in early formation a rich heritage 
of both moral and formative directives. Parents and guardians can achieve this by using 
stories about the common good and respect for human dignity. This is how a child can 
internalize the parental restrictions which mark the beginning of the formation of 
conscience.   
Even within a Christian context, parents have a duty to educate their children and 
choose the formative tools that respond to their convictions. The role of parents in the 
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development of the Christian conscience or moral persons is irreplaceable, non-delegable 
and inalienable. The family is the first school of conscience formation. Pope Benedict 
XVI, in Africae Munus, observed that the family is the ―sanctuary of life‖ and a vital cell 
of society and of the church. It is here that ―the features of a people take shape; it is here 
that its members acquire basic teachings.‖271 According to the Compendium of the Social 
Doctrine of the Church, parents have a right to choose the ―means that will help them 
best to fulfill their duty as educators, in the spiritual and religious sphere also.‖272 Thus, 
parents are the primary and original educators of their children. For places like Kenya 
facing the challenge of negative ethnicity, the church should provide leadership and 
accompaniment to parents and children. In collaboration with other persons or 
institutions, the church should create learning moments and spaces for parents to teach 
their children the importance of respecting human dignity.  
Knowledge has to be followed by action: Empowering people to foster the kind of 
social agents capable of envisioning and creating a just and peaceful society requires two 
things: the provision of abundant literature and taking social action. First, the church 
should raise awareness about the situation and call on all to do something within their 
powers to make the situation better. But this information must be accessible, available, 
understandable and realistic. In addition to ecclesiastical pronouncements and issuance of 
pastoral letters, the church leadership in collaboration with the laity should provide and 
make accessible more tools of advocacy and social change. These tools should be made 
available on a website that is maintained by or on behalf of the parish, diocese, Catholic 
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Justice and Peace Commission, and the Bishop‘s Conference. Access to the information 
such as pastoral letters on the website and the ability to obtain hard copies of the 
information from the website must not be conditional or restricted. Presently in Kenya, it 
is difficult to access soft copies of past pastoral letters on the Bishops‘ Conference 
website or even hard copies at the Paulines Publications Africa, which promotes African 
authors and church publications in order to foster the inculturation of the Gospel.
273
  The 
only collection of past pastoral letters from 1960 to 1995 edited by Rodrigo Mejia is not 
even available at the Paulines bookshops in Kenya. Thus, information ought to be 
available and accessible. But apart from information raising awareness of specific issues 
of social concern, it should prick the conscience to take social action. Action is necessary 
because people are given information in order to act on that information – to make 
improvements.  
“The Church needs to be increasingly present in the media”: For Pope Benedict 
XVI, the media can be a force for authentic humanization.
274
 The media has the potential 
to spread the Gospel as well as educating the African peoples to learn reconciliation and 
promotion of justice and peace.  The call for the church to be present comes from the fact 
that while the media has heralded new opportunities for political engagement, it also has 
been abused and used to spread hate speech and inciting violence. Evidence from the 
2007 post-election violence in Kenya shows that ―social media were used by politicians 
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and individuals to incite violence.‖275 This abuse of the media is not only unique to 
Kenya. The same happened in Rwanda in 1994 when politicians used the media to incite 
hatred and violence against specific ethnic groups and communities. Thus, 
communication tools can be used to foster strife or social cohesion.  
Part of the reason why a solid formation in media ethics and truthfulness will help 
Kenyans to stand at the service of an authentic communication is because Kenya is the 
most connected country in Eastern Africa. More than half of the Kenyan population 
subscribes to the internet, with 99 percent of subscriptions based on mobile devices.
276
 
Additionally, 76 percent of internet users are active on social media. A large population 
of Kenya is connected on social media partly because over sixty percent of the population 
is under the age of twenty-four.
277
 For this reason, the media presents a platform that can 
make a contribution towards the growth in social cohesion and promotion of universal 
participation in the common search for peace and justice.  
Therefore, these strategies form key aspects of the approach that a liberative 
ecclesiology will use to form the conscience of the masses to actively participate in their 
own emancipation from an ethnicized conscience. These strategies are pillars of a new re-
imagination and evangelization, which takes the name of peace, justice and 
reconciliation. What a liberative ecclesiology aims to achieve is a reconciled Kenyan 
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family. Reconciliation, as discussed in Africae Munus, stands out as ―an indispensable 
condition for instilling in Africa justice among men and women, and building a fair and 
lasting peace that respects each individual and all peoples; a peace that […] is open to the 
contribution of all people of good will irrespective of their religious, ethnic, linguistic, 
cultural and social backgrounds.‖278 Key agents of this liberative ecclesiology are the 
laity bearing the brunt of violence and injustice. The above strategies must aim to renew 
the laity‘s sense of co-responsibility for the shared koinonia and mission of the church at 
the service of reconciliation, justice and peace.  
4.5 Conclusion 
 
A liberative ecclesiology, as a path towards being church in Kenya, aims at 
integrating both the top-down and bottom-up approaches for enhancing human agency 
and ability to promote peace and justice. This chapter shows how more efforts needs to 
be employed by both the church as a whole – hierarchy, laity and religious – in 
reconstructing people‘s conscience and moral imaginations of what is right and wrong. 
This chapter proposes expanding moral imagination through telling stories which are life-
giving as a means of offering alternative narratives needed to bring about possibilities 
that are unimaginable in the current divided Kenya. The locus and place for telling such 
stories, imagined and told by the church as a people of God, is the SCCs. These 
communities represent a familiar African setting of palaver where the ―word‖ through 
dialogue is used to recreate and rebuild the community. Guided by the aforementioned 
strategies, a liberative ecclesiology should aim to encourage formation of social 
collaboration across ethnic groups, political parties and religious affiliations.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
 
This thesis has explored how tribalism, negative ethnicity, injustice, and political 
violence in Kenya are reflections of a collapsed system of ethical values and deformed 
consciences, and how this crisis of moral values demands a renewed moral imagination 
grounded in the reawakening of the moral endowment inherent to every human being. 
There is ample evidence throughout Kenya‘s sociopolitical history and ecclesial context 
depicting how conscience has been weakened and corrupted.   
In chapter 1, some of this evidence concerns the extent to which Kenya‘s 
sociopolitical history is thus one of ethnic political competition and violence. Political 
competition along ethnic lines has strengthened negative ethnicity, ethno-political 
competition, and political violence.  The use of ethnic demonization, discrimination, and 
ethnic violence by ethnic elites has recreated an ethnicized form of conscience that sees 
what is right from an ethnic perspective. Emergence of philosophies such as ―our turn to 
eat‖ and hatred against other ethnic groups has corrupted the conscience of some 
Kenyans. This reality has raised insurmountable obstacles to the possibilities of building 
a peace-loving Kenya.  
In the ecclesial context, discussed in chapter 2, the thesis shows the church‘s 
failure and successes in acting as a ―repository of ethical principles for sociopolitical 
transformation‖ in Kenya.279 The greatest failures especially experienced during the 2007 
post-election violence concerns Christians retreat into their ethnic groups for protection 
and survival.  This situation shows the extent to which the church as a people of God has 
demonstrated an acute inability to transcend ethnicized conscience that shapes negative 
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ethnicity. The exposition of the ecclesial context and its inability to transcend negative 
ethnicity goes further to expose what might weaken, undermine, or influence negatively 
the conscience of society. Another concern raised in the chapter on the ecclesial context 
is the ineffectiveness of a top-down approach to social justice.  Such an approach used by 
the church hierarchy has been criticized for excluding Christians and the poor at large in 
the formulation and implementation of ecclesiastical pronouncements.  
In order to respond to the reality of negative ethnicity in Kenya‘s sociopolitical 
and ecclesial context, this thesis suggests a focus on the formation of conscience. A well-
formed conscience is presented as a resource that can expand Kenyan‘s agency to make 
right, reasonable and responsible choices. As discussed in chapter 3, this formation is 
greatly needed for those whose conscience has been corrupted by ethnicized conscience.  
The purpose of this formation is to empower people to participate fully in the life of the 
public sphere and the church. That process is essential in developing a moral life that 
necessitates promotion of the common good, the fullness of life across ethnic lines. 
The primary task of this thesis is to suggest a liberative ecclesiological approach 
based on the formation of conscience as a reasonable way of being church in Kenya 
which is in need of peacebuilding and justice. For a population that has been corrupted by 
ethnicized conscience, this ecclesiological approach will form and inform them how to 
liberate themselves from enslavement to negative ethnicity and ethnicized politics. The 
function of a liberative ecclesiology is that of necessitating the maximization of the 
church‘s facilities and methodologies, which ―if used well, can have a great impact on the 
conscience of men and women in society.‖280  
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As a path towards being church in Kenya, a liberative ecclesiological approach 
aims at integrating both the top-down and bottom-up approaches for enhancing human 
agency and ability to promote peace and justice. It depicts ways in which the church as a 
whole – hierarchy, laity and religious – can collaborate in reconstructing people‘s 
consciences and moral imaginations for the common good. In chapter 4, the thesis 
specifies practical methodologies and ―palavers‖ that can be used in the formation of 
conscience. One of the methodologies proposed includes telling life-giving stories rooted 
in African culture, Christianity, and modern culture. SCCs are suggested as a perfect 
locus on which to historicize the formation of conscience through educational and 
formational programs. 
As an outgrowth of this thesis an ecclesiological approach from which people can 
be empowered to liberate themselves has been developed. This approach is not a rigid 
way of being church but is imagined as an emerging and dynamic construct that can help 
form and inform people to live their lives fully. As such, it can be used to expand 
people‘s moral imagination to face other realities of life beyond the scope of this thesis.  
Suffice it to say at this point that there are different ways the problem of negative 
ethnicity and ethnicized conscience can be addressed. This thesis makes major 
contributions to the knowledge of the nexus between negative ethnicity and conscience 
and church. At the same time, this thesis has only begun to scratch the surface of the 
interrelatedness between negative ethnicity and corrupted or weak conscience.  As an 
exploratory study, this thesis presents some interesting insights about what a liberative 
ecclesiology based on the formation of conscience can achieve in reconstructing the 
consciences of some Kenyans held captive by negative ethnicity. The hope is that these 
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insights will contribute to the already ongoing conversation about negative ethnicity and 
the contribution of SCCs in the search for peace and justice in Kenya. Besides, this 
ecclesiological approach also offers the tools to aid with and guide this conversation.   
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